Alma Mater
by Louis Corson

Alma, our Alma Mater,
The home of Mountaineers.
Sing we of thy honor,
Everlasting through the years.
Alma, our Alma Mater,
We pledge in song to you.
Hail, all hail, our Alma Mater,
West Virginia “U”.
Congratulations from President Gee

May 2021

Commencement is always a celebration of challenges conquered and opportunities awaiting.

After the past year’s struggles, it is especially joyous to gather once again and look toward a brighter future.

Grit and determination have seen you through this difficult time. But, as the word “commencement” implies, your real journey is now beginning.

Life is about finding your purpose and making sure your choices serve that purpose. Is your goal healing the sick? Inspiring others with your artistic vision? Shattering the status quo with the next high-tech innovation?

Whatever path you choose, Mountaineer perseverance will guide you to ever-higher summits.

You have much to celebrate. The unique skills and strengths you honed here will drive you onward.

The hopes and goodwill of 200,000 other West Virginia University graduates will accompany you.

And your own inner calling will lead you to the perfect destination.

Your purpose is calling. A brighter future is dawning.

Let’s go!

Sincerely,

E. Gordon Gee
President, West Virginia University
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2021 Order of Augusta

The Order of Augusta is awarded to a select group of each year’s WVU Foundation Outstanding Seniors. Those selected have shown superior scholarship, leadership and service as an undergraduate. This award, the highest given to a student by the University, is named for its historical significance in the state. Augusta was among the original names considered by the Legislature when the state seceded from Virginia in 1863.

Emma Blair - Wheeling, WV
Bachelor of Science, Exercise Physiology

Shannon Brunzo-Hager - Rupert, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biochemistry

Cherish Heard - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Arts, Psychology

Amelia Jones - Wheeling, WV
Bachelor of Arts, English

Nicholas Miller - Hedgesville, WV
Bachelor of Science, Immunology and Medical Microbiology

Anne Roth - Annandale, VA
Master of Arts, Elementary Education/MDS

Abby Sine - Core, WV
Bachelor of Science, Mathematics

Nicholas Uribe - Guayaquil, Ecuador
Bachelor of Science, Management
Established in 1995 to signify the 40th anniversary of the WVU Foundation, the WVU Foundation Outstanding Senior award is given yearly to West Virginia University’s top graduates, based on a number of criteria: academic achievement, honors, awards, public service, demonstrated leadership, collegiate work experience, letters of reference and a narrative of the value of the West Virginia University undergraduate experience.

Fatemah Alsharaf - Rumaithiya, Kuwait
Bachelor of Science, Biology

Christopher Anderson - Terra Alta, WV
Bachelor of Science, Civil and Environmental Engineering

Hannah Belt - Thurmont, MD
Bachelor of Science, Advertising and Public Relations

Emma Blair - Wheeling, WV
Bachelor of Science, Exercise Physiology

Payton Brown - Berkeley Springs, WV
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education

Shannon Brunzo-Hager - Rupert, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biochemistry

Sarah Cain - Hookstown, PA
Bachelor of Science, Nursing

Parker Carte - Connellsville, PA
Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

Sarah Cokeley - Harrisville, WV
Bachelor of Science, Industrial Engineering

Adam Craig - Wheeling, WV
Bachelor of Arts, International Studies

Laura Curry - Cincinnati, OH
Bachelor of Arts, History

Peter Dreher Pozo - Guayaquil, Ecuador
Bachelor of Science, Electrical Engineering; Computer Engineering

Elizabeth Escott - Bethlehem, PA
Bachelor of Science, Organizational Leadership

Rachel Gritsko - Scottsville, VA
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science

Joshua Gross - Wilmington, DE
Bachelor of Science, Mechanical Engineering

Joseph Gutmann - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Finance; Economics

Mackenzie Halliday - Washington, PA
Bachelor of Science, Management

Jessica Hammersla - Martinsburg, WV
Bachelor of Science, Computer Engineering; Mathematics

Cherish Heard - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Arts, Psychology

Andrew Henthorn - St. Albans, WV
Bachelor of Science, Economics

Jessica Hogbin - Hedgesville, WV
Bachelor of Arts, History; World Languages, Literatures and Linguistics

Heather Hughes - Virginia Beach, VA
Bachelor of Science, Biology

Sarah Jenness - Baldwin, MD
Bachelor of Science, Biomedical Engineering

Jordyn Johnson - South Charleston, WV
Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies
Bachelor of Science, Journalism

Amelia Jones - Wheeling, WV
Bachelor of Arts, English

Raegan Kvadas - Surfside Beach, SC
Bachelor of Science, Forensic and Investigative Science; Biology

John Maltby - Cresskill, NJ
Bachelor of Science, Finance; Economics

Aerianna McClanahan - Delbarton, WV
Bachelor of Arts, English; Women and Gender Studies

Brandon McCoy - Lawrenceville, GA
Bachelor of Science, Industrial Engineering

Wilson McNeil - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Civil Engineering

Nicholas Miller - Hedgesville, WV
Bachelor of Science, Immunology and Medical Microbiology

Taylor Miller - Fairmont, WV
Bachelor of Arts, English
Bachelor of Science, Public Relations

Faith Myers - Dublin, OH
Bachelor of Arts, German Studies
Bachelor of Science, Forensic and Investigative Science

Thomas Ogershok - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biomedical Engineering

Molly Powney - Vienna, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biochemistry

Kaitlyn Rexroad - Parkersburg, WV
Bachelor of Science, Exercise Physiology

Margaret Rice - Union, WV
Bachelor of Science, Exercise Physiology

Anne Roth - Annandale, VA
Master of Arts, Elementary Education/MDS

Morgan Rush - McHenry, MD
Bachelor of Science, Exercise Physiology

Meagan Seaton - Mullens, WV
Bachelor of Arts, Human Performance and Health

Anurag Shrestha - Narayangarh, Chitwan, Nepal
Bachelor of Science, Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering

Abby Sine - Core, WV
Bachelor of Science, Mathematics

Noah Spencer - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biology

Madison Starcher - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biology

Jillian Swauger - Niles, OH
Bachelor of Arts, Elementary Education

Nicholas Uribe - Guayaquil, Ecuador
Bachelor of Science, Management

Gillian Wanosky - Parkersburg, WV
Bachelor of Arts, Dance
Bachelor of Science, Journalism

Abigail Waugh - Bruceton Mills, WV
 Bachelor of Science, Recreation, Parks and Tourism Resources

Christinia White - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Arts, Biology; International Studies

Heather Woolridge - Chesapeake, VA
Bachelor of Arts, History
Patrice A. Harris, MD, MA, a board-certified psychiatrist from Atlanta, has diverse experience as a private practicing physician, county public health officer, patient advocate and medical society lobbyist. Dr. Harris was the 174th President of the American Medical Association and the first African American woman elected to that position. Dr. Harris serves as the Medical Editor in Chief for EverydayHealth.com, and is also a visiting professor of psychiatry at Columbia University Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons.

Beyond the AMA she has held positions of leadership with the American Psychiatric Association, the Georgia Psychiatric Physicians Association, the Medical Association of Georgia, and The Big Cities Health Coalition, where she chaired this forum composed of leaders from America’s largest metropolitan health departments. She is a member of the Steering Committee of the Atlanta Regional Collaborative for Health Improvement (ARCHI) and the Board of the Georgia AIDS Coalition. She has also served on the Boards of Georgia NAMI and the Mental Health Association of Georgia.

Growing up in Bluefield, WV, Dr. Harris dreamt of entering medicine at a time when few women of color were encouraged to become physicians. Dr. Harris spent her formative years at West Virginia University, earning a BA in psychology, an MA in counseling psychology and, ultimately, a medical degree in 1992. It was during this time that her passion for helping children emerged, and she completed her psychiatry residency and fellowships in child and adolescent psychiatry and forensic psychiatry at the Emory University School of Medicine. She also served as the senior policy fellow at the Barton Child Law and Policy Center at the Emory University School of Law.

Two themes that govern Dr. Harris’s professional life are a passion to improve the lives of children and service to others. A recognized expert in children’s mental health and childhood trauma, Dr. Harris has led efforts on both local and national levels to integrate public health, behavioral health and primary care services with supports for employment, housing and education.
Dear Statler College of Engineering and Mineral Resources Class of 2021,

On behalf of the Statler College, congratulations on this outstanding achievement! Today, we celebrate all of your incredible accomplishments and look forward to the future. You have done the work, and now you have arrived at a new and very exciting beginning.

Through all of the adversities and challenges of this past year, you have remained dedicated and focused on your education. I want to thank you for your resilience, flexibility, and patience as we navigated uncertain times together. We have learned a lot about ourselves and pushed ourselves to new lengths, and these lessons will be critical for your future.

As much as graduation is a very personal achievement, we also celebrate the friends, family members, loved ones, and mentors who supported and encouraged you along this journey. Although this time has forced us apart, I believe that it has also unified us. Concluding your academic journey during a global pandemic is the ultimate accomplishment, and I couldn’t be prouder of each and every one of you.

At the Statler College, we strive to uphold the importance of education, celebrate diversity, and always treat one another with respect. I hope that you hold these values close to you and carry them with you as you navigate your own path in life. Although this is a celebration of the end of your academic journey, it is also the moment when a new chapter of your life is beginning.

Each one of you has left your mark on the Statler College, and I look forward to seeing the mark you leave on our world. Now more than ever, this world needs your talent, courage, and determination to make a difference.

To the Class of 2021: The world is yours to make better. I am confident in your abilities and immensely proud of your successes thus far. I know we are in good hands. Always remember, the Statler College will always be a part of you, just as you will always be a part of the Statler College.

Congratulations and Let’s go!

Pedro J. Mago
Glen H. Hiner Dean
Doctor of Philosophy

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Jared Lane Strader
Chizhao Yang

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Xinwei Bai
Vitor Gazzaneo
Rebecca Hyen Hae Kim
Brandon Michael Robinson
Sai Pushpitha Vudata
Yifan Wang

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Melaine Edouard Kolimedje

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Seyed Mehdi Iranmanesh

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Jason David Bolyard
Robert Scott Heltzel
Nan Zhang

MINING ENGINEERING
Deniz Talan

Electrical Engineering
Marwan Mahfud Alkhweldi
Steven Michael Andryczik II
Sobhan Soleymani
Deepak Tiwari

Master of Science

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Hunter Charles Dalton
Al Mahmud
Katherine Mary Reid
Derek Wesley Ross

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Jacob Edward Suffridge

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Kisheon Alexander

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Robert Nathaniel Baylor
Sara Dianne Dalen
Drew Louis Damich
Shirin Bahaa El-Din Abdalla Hassan
Amrit Manova Williams
Cory Sumner Yarrington

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Kendall Weldon Coles
Pariya Pourmohammadi
Manisha Ramesh
Anthony Michael Stewart
Alexander James Wilson
Weijun Yi

ENERGY SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Mark Kerby

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Assem Hesham Almadhani
McKayla Destinee Suzanne Barnette
Md Fahid Hasan Pulak

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Anthony Carter
Edwin Vega Hiraldo

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Kehinde Oluwatobi Adenuga
Benjamin Tyler Buzzo
Brian Philip Cappellini
Andre Fabian Fernandes
Kevin Andrew Hager
Christian Hushion
James Derek Meyer
Nathan Owen
Olivia Layne Santee
Anirudh Tirunahari

MINING ENGINEERING
Mustafa Can Suner

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS ENGINEERING
Mohammad Faiq Hazim Adenan
Yousef Khajah

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Michael Angelo Derrico
Danielle Lynn Lewis

SAFETY MANAGEMENT
Ayodeji Olarewaju Adelabu
Osama M H A Alrayes Sr.
Abraham Bonilla
Lewis Bowen III
Braden Thomas Calkins
Sarah Elizabeth Castiel
Kyle Colton Cogar
Steven Ray Cunningham
Trevor Lee Cunningham
Vincent Mark Giacchino
Hannah Elizabeth Glaven
Chad Christopher Hanson
Karen Marie Letteri
Benjamin Merrick Lauro
Neil Walter Leput
Michael Joseph Luczko
Michael Jason Martino
Sydney Elizabeth Maxwell
Avery Bennett Meadows
Brandon Scott Moore
Jacob Robert Norman II
Hunter Bradley Sadoski
David Lawrence Scammell Jr.
Daniel Sislo
Tyler Skidmore
Kiana Staton
Christopher Okey Stewart
Joseph Thomas Strellec
Paranthaman Naidu Subramani
Noah Thayer
Eric Michael Waagner

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
* Abednego Solomon Abdi
** Erin Elizabeth Andrews
Alec Michael Angus
* Nicholas William Barlow
*** Christopher Garrett Basham
Thejodhar Bathula
** Daniel Elijah Bennett
Olivia Marie Borta
* Justin Bowman
Ryan Thomas Bumgarner
*** Zachary Scott Burgess
Caleb Ethan Camacho
* Andrew William Carlson
Jerrod Paul Carney
*** Angelo Antonio Cassiodoro
Sean Jacob Curtis
Jacob William Daiger
** Joshua David Daniell
Brian Keith Dayton Jr.
** Dominic Mario DeFelice
† Brian Robert Frongello
† Ashley Nicole Grace
* Brenden Elijah Guthrie
*** Adam Michael Hazeres
Jordan Hermann
Brendan Thomas Hmiel
Muriithi-David G. Kem
*** Maxwell Robert Kreeb
Nicholas Tod Lehman
Dane Ligon
* Cristobal Haroldo Lledo
Rosemberth Kennedy Lopez
Zachary Steven Maddams
Constantine Edward Marinakos
†† Spencer Albert Mays
Katelyn Day Mills
Mackenzie Miniuk
Joseph Mysinski
Brandy Nicole Parker
Zachary Nathan Peek
Nathaniel Gough Reed
Dany Anthony Roberts
Nicholas Taylor Sappe
Devon C. Schach
*** Mark David Schalles
Marcus Caleb Schuetz
Bailey Alexander Sircy
†† Cordell Allen Summers
Adam Michael Tucker
Michael George Vucich II
Jared Wheeler
Matthew Jacob Wildgruber
Klint Richard Wingertsahn
†† Lunet Abiye Yifru

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
*** Esra Ali Al Abazaied
Hassan Alkhadrwai
** Steven Gray Carte
* Alyssa Shae Coen
Alexandra Nicole Dittmer
** Ross Joseph Fontana
John Ezekiel Freshour
Spencer Roy Fultineer
* Justin Furr
*** David Austin Gainer
Christopher Andrew Harper
Moira Hayes
Alison Lynn Holler
* Andrea Michelle Idler
* Sean Taylor Jackson
*** Sarah Louise Jenness
Zachary Lawrence Krassin
Justin Roy Langdon
*** Danielle Marie Larrow
*** Cara Joann Laswell
* Sydney Xian Lee
* Cody Lee Lemley
* Grant Thomas Maddox
* Sidney Lee Mai
Mena Mansy Jr.
*** Rebecca Renee Martin
* Allison Janaye Martz
* Ethan Michael Meadows
*** Olivia Anne Miller
†† Thomas Andrew Ogershok
Danell Ligeon
* Abigail Lorraine Osborne
Emma Ryan Robertson
*** Makenna Brooke Slack
* Taylor M. Stump
Joshua Taylor Thornton
Madeleine Marjory Tucker
* David Edison Wimer

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
* Hasan Ahmad
*** Khalid Al-Kandari Sr.
*** Matthew George Alastanos
* Fatemah Alawadhi
** Mohammad Abdulwahab Alkandari
Mohammed A M H M Alkandari
Abdullah Hamad Almatrafi
Fahad Tawfiq Almuayli Sr.
Abdullah Mustafa Almubayed
** Fahad Alrubaian
* Abdullah Alsahaf
Thamer Ahmad Alshammari
Khaled Alzanki
* Tyler Steven Bishop
*** Grace C. Casper
** Thomas Franklin Clark III
Chase Edward Collopy
* Ian William Furmanek
Rebekah Lynn Groves
* Taylor Elisabeth Heckman
* Mohammad A A M Husain
Kirsten Leann Jarrett
*** Hassan Hamid Khajah
* Hong Woo Kim
* Jacob Shea Koller
Corinthian Scott Kurr
Trenton Calvert Miller
Sulaiman Mutlaq
John Obst
Ava Carrington Richards
Thatcher Matthew Stevens
*** Stephen Summits
*** Madelynn Jean Watson
Shumooa Bader Zawad

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Sarah Abdulrazzaq Abdulaziz
*** Ethan Wyatt Airhart
Othman Alateeqi
Abdullah M Sh M F Aldihani
Hussain F H F Alesa
Fahad A S M Alhadhaina
Ahmed Ibrahim Alkandari
Abdullah Waleed Alkhait
Ahmad Alkhalti
Omar Alsumaie
*** Christopher Allen Anderson
Alexander James Bachy
*** Phillip Despard Bailey
*** Jack Norman Bajerski
Hadley Rachael Bolinsky
Richard O’Boyle Campbell Jr.
Brianna Nicole Davanzo
Anthony Micheal Frisco
Bachelor of Science

COMPUTER SCIENCE

* Na’ima Ali AlHabbas
** Michael W. Backus
Joshua William Baldino
Erin Catherine Banda
Jonathan Lee Brewer
* Matthew Gordon Edward Brock
** William Zachary Carpenter
Stanley Cheng
** Austin Trevor Cottrill
Levi Austin Cox
John Tyler Duda
Andrew Joseph Ferdenzi
Jaquez Marcellus Fields
Nicholas David Fryer
* David Steward Gillum
* William Anthony Gongola
Matthew Edward Gradel
** Theodore Michael Hale
** Samuel George Harris
Nhat Minh Khuu
** Jay Edward Kmetz
Madelyn Kate Landmesser
* Joseph Mahiya Sr.
*** Wojciech Marcin Mazurek
* Paden Robert McConaughay
Brendan Wade Michael
* Tai Manh Nguyen
Albert C E Nunez
* Brandon Rossi
Jeremy Michael Rudmann
* Tahsin Islam Sakif
Sami Sankari
* Robert Andrew Scatterday
Farhan Shabbaz
Matthew Sigue
* James Leonard Stienstraw III
*** Joseph Michael Sullivan
Alexander Christian Sutton
*** Julian Thomas Fox Van Dyke
** Jacqueline Marie von Staden
** Robert Daniel Webster
Jacob Ishaan White
Bryce Harlan Williams
Marwan Hesham Younes

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

* Ryan Gregory Adrian
Salman Abdulaziz Alarfaj
Meshari N E S Alhouli
Moath AlNassar
* Abdulkareem Al Almekaim
Abdullrahman Khalid Alsardi
Kameron Matthew Bolinger
* Miriam Terese Demasi
* Randy Lee Dutt Jr.
Blane Markwood Fike
Stacy Jo Fike
Zachary Brian Flanigan
Morgan Michael Fling
Colton Hunter Griffith
Jairus Leanthony Hampton
Nicholas Stephen Headley
** Andrew James McDonald
Weston Drew McMinn
* Dhary A A A Omar Sr.
*** Jacob Theodore Rastall
** Hasan J M A Sadeq
Chandler Ross Stefanek
Alyssa Ann Taylor
** Alyssa Anne VanNetta
** Maura Sue Wieland
*** Alexander Rean Willis

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

David Robert Allchin
Turki Sultan Alotaibi
Raghad Alqattan
Benjamin Phillip Arthur
** Bridger McAroy Barrett
Garrett Lee Beery
Rachel Renee Breeden
James Butler
Callan Stephen Carder
*** Ashton Grey Carr
Logan Michael Cerullo
Sarah Katherine Cokeley
Henry David Cook
Christian Tyler Coste
* Evan Alexander Dearing
Michael Cole Dehlin
Gage Michael Donovan
David Nicholas Dooley
John Paul Falty
* Teresa Anne Fischer
* William Matthew Fox
Anthony Furano
Ian Christopher Funderburke
* Benjamin Wimmer Hawkins
Daruis Mykal Hayes
Ethan Highlander
** Emilee Faith Hitt
Lina Renee Hoke
Lane Phillip Hunter
Anneliese Marie Kaczmarek

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  ⚖ Honors Foundations Scholar  ⚖ Honors EXCEL Scholar  ⚖ Honors Laureate

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

* Abednego Solomon Abdi
  Brian Adkins
  Ayoub Sultan Salim Al Kalbani
  Mohammed Mahmood Alraisi
** Matthew William Andrews
  Harrison Wade Banks
  Nicholas William Barlow
  Thejodhar Bathula
* Salman Ali Bo Drees Sr.
  Olivia Marie Borta
  Alexander L. Browell
  Kyle Joseph Bruch
  Ryan Thomas Bumgarner
*** John Michael Burke
  Caleb Ethan Camacho
  Angelo Antonio Casiadoro
  William Paul Cawthorne
  Michael Jeffrey Chilla
  Dakota Andrew Chonko
  Dalton Robert Coe
  Dakota Layne Collins
  Andrew Joseph Crist
  Sean Jacob Curtis
  Jacob William Daiger
  Brian Keith Dayton Jr.
  Robert Lewis Dodson
  Brock Mason Dolly
  Daniel Robert DuMouchelle
  Kenneth Wayne Fortune
  Brian Robert Fongello
  David Ryan Gallagher
* Garrett Michael Grose
** Joshua Joseph Gross
  Brenden Elijah Guthrie
  Dalton Lee Hancock
  Leland Henderson
  Jordan Hermann
  Brendan Thomas Hmiel
  Nysha Vanlee Hongpaisan
  Timothy Michael Hutchinson
*** Joseph Andrew Jozwiak
** Colin Timothy Kellett
  Stephen Paul Kertis
  Christopher Tyler King
*** Maxwell Robert Kreeb
  Hunter Layman
  Jacob Patrick Lewellen
  Danel Ligon
  Cristobal Haroldo Lledo
  Taylor Noel Ludewig
  Zachary Steven Maddams
  Constantine Edward Marinakos
** Spencer Albert Mays
  Colin McIntyre
  Katelyn Day Mills
  Mackenzie Miniuk
* Andrew Joseph Miser
*** Andrew David Moorehead
  Joseph Myśliński

MINING ENGINEERING

* Dmitri Agnew
  Ahmed Salim Al Ghattami
  Richard O’Boyle Campbell Jr.
  Alec Jeffrey Elliott
  Samantha Lauren Fowkes
** Djime Keita
  Erica Lynne McCauley
  Lucas Benjamin Poe
  Christopher Andrew Prince
  Nadiya C. Robinson
  Shannon Gill Seitz

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors  ‡ Honors Foundations Scholar

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS ENGINEERING

** Mohammed Ahmed Hassan Al Balushi
Mohammed Faisal Al Faqeer
Mohammed Abdullah Al Hajri
Salah Hamood Al Mahrouqi
Abdullah Al Shumrani
Ibrahim Al-Aamri
Feras Abdulbari Alabdulqadir
* Khalid Waleed Alakeel
Khaled Sultan Alali Jr.
Meshary Alali
Anas S Alamoudi
* Nawaf Adel Albassam
Nourah Albasairi
Dalal Aldibayan
Saleh Nabil Aldossary
Lolwah Abdullah Alfailakawi
* Ghaida Alhashim
Mohammed Abdulla Shaiban A Alhebsi

** Ghadeer Abduulkareem Alhelal

** Hassan Ibrahim A Almilad

*** Abdullah Sameer Almohaish

*** Abdullah Khalid Almulhim
Mahmoud Yousef Alnajjar

** Mohammed Alqadiri
Abdulla Falah Alqahtani
Abdulrahman Alqarni
* Talal Alrishidi
* Ahmad Mohammad Alsaadiq

*** Mishal Abdulhameed A Alsana
Yousiff M Althakrallah

** Hamad Khalid Alyami
Bader Khalid Alzahrani

** Nawaf Ayid Alzahrani
Abdullah Ghazi Alzayer
* Raed Abdullah M Alzyadi
Sarah Anderson-Amore
Thomas Francis Bailey
Hussain Baqer
Diego Martin Cabanillas
Alexander Bryce Carrington
Joshua Andrew Delancy
Thomas Hoffman Freeland
Jeremy Dean Huskey
Abdulrahman Johar
Abdullah Kouli
Christian Michael Kozuch
George Ernest McPhail V
Morgan Marie Measures
David Lee Mock
Nicholas J. Mueller
Leah Marie Raliff

*** Anurag Shrestha
Teddy Michael Thomas

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  ⚫ Honors Foundations Scholar

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Mike John is Founder, President and CEO of Northeast Natural Energy (NNE), a West Virginia based upstream natural gas company formed in 2009. Northeast Natural Energy is the 6th largest natural gas producer in the State of West Virginia. Northeast Natural Energy employs close to 50 professionals with offices in both Morgantown and Charleston. The company has drilled over 100 horizontal Marcellus shale wells that produce more than 400 million cubic feet per day of clean burning natural gas. The amount of natural gas produced daily by Northeast is enough to heat and power 5,000 homes every day for a year.

In addition to the company’s success growing its natural gas production, Northeast has been a national leader regarding continued education projects describing how the industry provides measurable environmental improvement. For example, Northeast Natural Energy operates a transparent well research project just outside of Morgantown involving WVU, the US Department of Energy and Ohio State University. The project has resulted in hundreds of scientific publications written and presented to educate the scientific community and the general public about natural gas development.

This year, NNE is partnering with the State of West Virginia to do the water filtration work necessary to bring Deckers Creek—which has been dead for generations due to acid mine drainage-- back to life. The work Northeast is spearheading will also greatly enhance the water quality of the Monongahela River, which is a source of fresh water for many downstream communities.

Prior to starting NNE, Mr. John served as Vice President of Operations of the Eastern Division for Chesapeake Energy from 2005 to 2009. Prior to joining Chesapeake Energy, Mr. John was a senior executive occupying various roles at Columbia Natural Resources/Triana Energy where he also served on the Company’s Board of Directors. He served in that capacity until Columbia Natural Resources was sold to Chesapeake in November of 2005. Mr. John is a native of Weston, WV and a 1981 graduate of West Virginia University with a degree in Petroleum Engineering. Mike lives in Charleston, WV with his wife, Denise, and serves on the Elder Board at Bible Center Church in Charleston. Mike has also served on the Board of Directors of the WVU Alumni Association.
Honorary Degree Recipient

Robert O'Dell Orders Jr.

Robert (Bob) Orders is CEO of Orders Construction Company, Inc. Orders Construction Company was founded in 1964 and was primarily a bridge contractor in West Virginia. Since then, the company has expanded its scope of service to include industrial/mechanical construction, heavy highway construction and utility construction.

Under Orders, the company has expanded to perform work in Virginia, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Kentucky and Maryland. Now in its 57th year as a family-owned business, the company services a wide range of markets and industries that make up an expensive portfolio totaling more than $1 billion of work performed. The company’s safety program, ingenuity and large bonding capacity make it a choice contractor for both public and private clients.

Bob and his partners have formed Central Contracting a heavy excavation and site work contractor, Paramount Builders a commercial building contractor, and Allied Development Group a sitework and utility contractor.

Orders graduated from West Virginia University with a Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering in 1972. He has been registered as a professional engineer in West Virginia, Virginia and Maryland. In the past, Orders has served as president of the Contractors Association of West Virginia and as a trustee for the Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary.

Currently he is a member of the Board of Directors of the West Virginia University Foundation, is a trustee of The Nature Conservancy of West Virginia, and is a member of the Board of Directors of The Greater Kanawha Valley Foundation.

Orders was inducted into the West Virginia Business Hall of Fame in 2017.

Bob has three children and eight grandchildren and resides in Charleston, West Virginia with his wife, Ann.
Graduation 2021, not just memorable, but historic!

As we gather for an outdoor celebration of your achievements, please know that we are proud of you. We are proud of how you have persevered, developed, and grown. Please know you have inspired us to persevere. We know that the world you are graduating into is a world that needs the best you. You graduate into a world that has experienced unprecedented changes. These unprecedented changes truly effect the entire world, a world that needs culture and the arts more than ever before. The arts are needed because the arts serve multiple roles. A few of those roles: the arts reflect society; the arts inform society, and the arts are a salve for society’s wounds.

That statement may seem dramatic, but drama is part of our nature. The arts have always filled multiple roles. A hundred years ago the world was just recovering from a “Great War” when the last pandemic hit. That period was followed by the roaring twenties, a time when artistic creation flourished. Since that time all great social disruptions have been accompanied by periods of increased creative activity. Be it World War II, the Civil Rights Movement, The Aids Epidemic, September 11th or Hurricane Katrina, the arts have served as a chronicle and healer. So, I charge you to lead and to create a sincere and relevant “voice” for this moment.

I am thrilled we can be together though we are still months away from the time when we can share hugs and selfies. We are close to that moment, but that moment is not now. Now is the time for you to bask in the glory of achievement. Now is the time to know we will miss you (so please visit!). Now is the time to share the most important piece of advice you will ever get from me. You are artists in the 21st Century. You will attend many events. At these events there will be free food. EAT IT!!!!!!!!!! (Because they did not pay you enough so stuff your face!!)

Congratulations, you are ready to add the power of your “voice” to the world!!

H. Keith Jackson, DMA
Philip J. Faini/Falbo Family Dean
Doctor of Musical Arts

COLLABORATIVE PIANO
Anthony William Gray
Heron Alvim Moreira
Kailang Zhan

COMPOSITION
Jason Thomas Hoffmann

CONDUCTING
Ryan Andrew Keeling

PERFORMANCE
John Christopher DiCesare
Andre Luis Gruztmann Januario
Yaniv Gutman
Ian Thomas Riley
John Alan Rose
Hsing-Yi Tsai
Yiwen Zhang

Master of Arts

ART EDUCATION
Jenna Marie Adams
Olivia Michele Snider
Michael John Velickoff

MUSIC INDUSTRY
Jennifer Ann Colwell
Joseph Christopher Kuskey
Shane Saddler

MUSICOLGY
Gwendolyn Patricia Emler
Gabriella Francesca Saporito

Master of Fine Arts

ACTING
Ryan Ernst
Mary Catherine Goff

COSTUME DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Laura Kay Plikerd

INTERMEDIA AND PHOTOGRAPHY
Raymond Thompson Jr.

PAINTING
Cancan Huang

TECHNICAL DIRECTION
Ashley Noel Hungerford

Master of Music

CONDUCTING
Kenneth Charles Pfromm

MUSIC EDUCATION
Anthony Joseph Panebianco

PERFORMANCE
Durham Lee Hill
Natalie Danette Jackson
Maria Keane
Cody Pasden
Bohdan Shevchenko
Dustin White
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Bachelor of Arts

ART HISTORY
* Katelyn Shay Caplinger

CONTEMPORARY AND INTEGRATIVE PERFORMANCE
*** Dallan G. Halkias

DANCE
*** Emily Elizabeth Dodrill
Erin Elizabeth Fisher
** Olivia Jane McCarty
* Kathryn Grace Taglienti
** Taylor Walker
*** Gillian Leigh Wanosky
Madison Ann Welchman
* Meaghan Alexis Welchman

INTERACTIVE DESIGN FOR MEDIA
Shae Elaine McClain

MUSIC
*** Madisyn Kaylee Becker
Jonna Rose Dwyer

MUSIC INDUSTRY
* Tamas Karoly Armstrong
John Phillip Bewley
** Ciera Amanda Riggleman Bonilla
Colin Michael Joy

THEATRE
Conar Killian McDaniel
Jason Maxwell Pohl
* Marigene Olivia Robertson

Bachelor of Fine Arts

ACTING
** Brandily Louise Bragg
* Aliza Cecile Rubin Broder
Margaret Irene Dransfield
*** Sarah Beth Ealy
Joseph Michael Kmprowski
Jacob Edward Masters
** Caleb Hamilton McClung
Sydnee Mikahla Miller
*** Adam James Payne
*** Jake M. Slewett
*** Sarah Paige Stacy
** Joseph Sullivan Zecevic

ART EDUCATION
* Sarah Elizabeth Boone
*** Payton Olivia Brown
*** Maureen Louise Budka
*** Michael Steven Parsons

CERAMICS
* Marce M. Nixon

INTERMEDIA AND PHOTOGRAPHY
Mollie Allana Eastep
*** Gabrielle Ciara Flanary
*** Brelleen Amara Fleming
Hannah Marie Fluharty
** Jared Morgan Hall
Dillon Edward McDonald
* Kara A. Shank
Ian Patrick Tallman

GRAPHIC DESIGN
* Khalil Jamal Burton
†*** Elizabeth Opal Detcher
* Kelsey Marie Dowling
Anna Duong
* Katrina Rose Garlitz
Aniah Roshell Hall
Christian Hicks
Casey McDevitt
Emma Brynn Niehaus
** Gabrielle Alexandra Pfeil
Trevor Burdette Riggle
*** Alison Joy Sommer
* Skylar Kristian Spence
Hunter Brooks Tenney
Christopher Jacob Wyre

MUSICAL THEATRE
** Grace Olivia Alvare
* Hannah Sue Mort
Rhowyn Avebury Shumaker Saffel
** Lydia Vaughn Siricy
** Carley Ward

PAINTING
*** Anna Victoria Allen
Tehya Rene Kurtz
Madison Rene Matlick
** Cheyenne Katelyn Jenea Rymers

PUPPETRY
*** Alexandra Nichole Ashworth

THEATRE DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Grace Marie Milliken

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

Nicole Ann Gordon

* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude † University Honors ⭕ Honors Foundations Scholar ⚪ Honors Laureate
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Bachelor of Music

MUSIC COMPOSITION
  ** Griffin George D'Audiffret
  *** Savanna Nicole Butcher
  A*** Katheryn Mae Hedrick
     Ashley Morgan Knox

MUSIC EDUCATION
  *** Madison Bertha
  * Alyssa Marie Bumpus
  ** Savanna Nicole Butcher
  ** Veronica Chapman Casey
  ** Makenna Nicole Clendenen
  *** Nicholas Madison DeLancey
  E*** Dimitri Georgantonis
     Zane Austin Taylor Gray
  ** Kaleb Matthew Levi Kibble
  *** Jasmine Simone Watkins

MUSIC PERFORMANCE: INSTRUMENTAL
  * Trevor Matthew Foy
  *** Jacob Robert LaBarge
  ** Lydia Margaret Moenssen
  *** Gabrielle Madeleine Palfi
  E* David Riggs
  E*** Cameron Adam Tefft

MUSIC PERFORMANCE: PIANO
  *** Yiheon Kim

MUSIC PERFORMANCE: VOICE
  Hannah Nicole Davis
  †*** Dallan G. Halkias
     Emily Hanna Ludwig
  *** Julia Elise Pinn

MUSIC THERAPY
  ** Erin Elizabeth Cox
  †*** Maria Angelina Ducci
Born and raised in West Virginia, artist Ann Magnuson has consistently referenced her love of her home state in song, written and spoken word, visual and performance art, and theater.

Ann traverses the creative landscape like few others: as an actor performing in Hollywood blockbusters, off-Broadway plays, TV sitcoms and indie films; as a singer, songwriter and recording artist fronting various bands; as a journalist writing for numerous publications; and as a visual and performing artist presenting her original theater and performance art pieces worldwide.

Ann was a seminal part of the legendary 1980s downtown New York art and music scene and was guest curator for the recent Museum of Modern Art retrospective of Club 57, the infamous neo-Dada cabaret she managed and whose members included artists Keith Haring and Jean-Michel Basquiat.

Inducted into the West Virginia Music Hall of Fame in 2018, she has been in many bands, including folk trio Bleaker Street Incident, heavy metal band Vulcan Death Grip and the beloved psycho-psychedelic cult band Bongwater. Her solo albums include “The Luv Show,” “Pretty Songs & Ugly Stories” and “Dream Girl”.


Magnuson is currently working with the internationally renowned music consortium dublab while continuing to create fabric-based visual art (recently exhibited in Los Angeles at Matrushka and Gavlak Gallery).

“I am most inspired by my Grandma Magnuson,” Ann says, “who taught me how to sew during childhood summers in Morgantown. In fact, I used Grandma’s surreal homemade dolls as puppets in “WTF 2020,” the YouTube series I created with filmmaker Adam Dugas about coping with the anxieties created by the COVID-19 pandemic.”
Dear Graduates of the College of Education and Human Services,

Commencement—what a wonderful word, for all it represents both past and future. On behalf of the entire faculty and staff of the College of Education and Human Services we are incredibly proud of your achievements and wish you great success and happiness as you move forward.

Congratulations on the culmination of all your hard work and dedication. You are committed, compassionate, collaborative, and well-prepared. The friendships you’ve formed, lessons you’ve learned, and values you’ve shaped will be with you as you take the next step in your life’s journey.

The late Nelson Mandela noted that “Education is the most powerful weapon you can use to change the world.” I hope that you will always remember that a better future is yours to create. In these everchanging times, you have the unique opportunity to reshape our world using all that you’ve learned here. The need for educators and helping professionals who can improve the lives of others is greater than ever before, and although your chosen professions may look different now than they did even a few months ago, I am confident that you are prepared for whatever challenges are ahead.

Thank you for choosing West Virginia University and the College of Education and Human Services. Thank you for respecting and embracing what our faculty offered—and thank you for teaching us in turn. Know that we hope to hear from you in the future. It is a privilege to learn of the adventures of our alumni, to travel beside you in spirit, and to welcome you back on many and varied returns.

So please keep your sincerity, integrity, kindness, and resilience – and remember wherever you go, you will always be a Mountaineer.

With happiest wishes,

Tracy L. Morris, PhD
Dean
Doctor of Audiology

Kelli Dawn Carr
Rachael Lynn Dinant
James Eric Hickman II
Haley Eliza Hixon

Mary Jennie Cutone Kelly
Beth Lynn Pennington
Lynsie Marie Watson
Meghan Elizabeth West
Alexandra Elizabeth Zorba

Doctor of Education

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Anne Katona Linn

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Courtney Dawn Miller

Doctor of Philosophy

COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY
Nathan Calvin Bridendolph Jr.
Kelly Anne Nye

EDUCATION
Bruce Edward Mitchell II
James David Riel
Danielle Vincenza South

Master of Arts

COUNSELING
Benjamin Joseph Belt
Madison Nicole Brooks
Mary Fan Comerci
Kady Lynn DeSarno
Elizabeth Christine Dever
Mckenzie Taylor Diehl
Brooke Kaitlyn Donahoe
Elizabeth Story Douty
Sofia Espana Perez
Peter Fornetti
Matthew Paul Gonzalez
Brittany Renae Hutchinson
Amanda Ann Ingram
Tessa L. Krantz
Katherine Mary Lewis
Jessica Hayley Meyerson
Ekaterina Michaela Polinski
Taylor Mckenzie Rolenson
Allasyn Faye Simunic
Samantha Paige Stout
Brooklyn Marie Vrolyk

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Laura Ann Rayburn
Ashley Dianne Schifano

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION/MDS
Maddison Anne August
Erin Melissa Baldy
Kayla Marie Barbazette
Morgan Elizabeth Cain
Sarah Grace Carr
Madison Rachel Eis
Brooke Lauren Fleshman
Sydney Isolina Gambellin
Amanda Kristine Garn
Emilee Jean Heilman
Allison Renee Jordan
Alexandra L. Kuhl
McKenzie Ashton Lewis
Allison Marie Lippert
Renee Nicole Lowen
Anias M. Moran

Taylor Madison Mullins
Kiersten Lynn Nolan
Haley Jordan O’Neal
Ashley Ann Pellegrino
Anna Marie Petitto
Morgan Elizabeth ReVeal
Ashley Rosario
Anne Walker Roth
Emily Nicole Ruiz
Hailey Brianne Simmons
Hannah M. Stracham
Haley Nicole Taylor
Santana Jean Thornton
Lauren Elizabeth Wilkes
Joanne Noel Williams

HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION
Camille Nicole Boone
Taylor Bryner
Ryan Matthew Gibson
Valterri Antti Pekka Halonen
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Master of Science

CLINICAL REHABILITATION AND MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING
Samantha Dawn Bolyard
Daniel Thomas Cifarelli
Mary Caitlin Connor
Chardonnay Novell Crabtree
Sienna Arrieta Dufford
Hayley Elizabeth Dyer
Lindsey Ann Mckenry
Nacole Nute Russ
Katy Schoen
Kevin Delton Smith
Felicia Renee Turner
Bridget Ward
Monica Renee Young

SPEECH PATHOLOGY
Alexis Nicole Anders
Sarah Jo Appel
Alexandra M. Aviles
Lauren Bird
Katelyn McKenzie Bond
Madison Ann Crook
Anna Victoria Dorr
Dana Lee Douglas
Hannah Louise Edwards
Kylee Michelle Jolliff
Sydney Erin Hale Kelly
Hannah Kraynak
Lauren Elizabeth Myers

MULTICATEGORICAL SPECIAL EDUCATION
Charles Albert Harrison
Amy Susanne Johnson-Weston

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Victoria Noelle Anderson
Stacy Leigh Clovis-Woofter
Ryan Dinant
Sarah Lindsay Dohn
Aubrey Hall
Izaak Duncan Lewis
Christa Gabriella Varner
Margery Ellen Webb

SECONDARY EDUCATION/MATHEMATICS
Lindsay Joann Groves

SECONDARY EDUCATION/SOCIAL STUDIES
Ian Mitchell Fealy
Morgan McKenzie McCoy
Bradley Chase McKinney
Troy Anthony Salatino
Thomas George Stauffer III
Colleen Rose Tracy

SECONDARY EDUCATION/WORLD LANGUAGES
Sydney Erin Norton

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Dawn Coffman Hollinger

LITERACY EDUCATION
Alexa Del Prete
Phillip Michael Delgrande
Ashlyn K. Friend
Megan Nicole Helman
Mattie Nicole Kliethermes
Mickala Rae Rayman
Catherine Rose Miller
Jaime Nicole Neely
Erica Marie Reese
Kaitlyn Nicole Tedeschi
Allyson Marie Vlasak
Tonya LaCosta Wine
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Bachelor of Arts

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

** Ashley Nicole Aber
* Audrey Anne Adams
Ashley Marie Amtower
Madison Elisabeth Anderson

** Adrianna Lynn Bailey
*** Samantha Marie Boggess
** Kaiten Denise Brown
* Lilyana Rae Bujak
** Vienna Maryann Capozzi
Erin Kathleen Cleary
* Bethany Marie Daetwyler
* Kaylin Patricia Dougan
Madison Nicole Efaw
*** Julianna Louise Everly
Lila Claire Fresa

** Destiny Marie Gabbert
Kristen Elizabeth Eve Giardinelli
Trey Anthony Gilham
Kyra Autumn Goff

** Austin Dean Grant
** Cassie Lynn Greenfield
** Valerie Kristin Gress
* Olivia Layne Johnson
Tyler James Lavelle
Savannah Jo Lipscomb
* Emma Frances Marino
** Jenna Nicole McGrath
*** Jessica Elizabeth Payne
Taylor Kristine Prezel
* Haley Marie Reynolds

*** Linzy Alynn Rhodes
** Mahala Kathryn Ruddle
*** Emma Samels
*** Kelsie Nikole Savage
** Madison Faith Skeens
** Kendal Rose Smith
*** Faith Alexandra Stone
** Jillian Paige Swauger
** Alaina Brianne Taimuty
* Alexia Danielle Taylor
** Sophie Noel Trosclair
* Madysen Diane Wheeler
* Kelsey Alexandra Wiles
* Julia Kristine Wood
*** Nicole Marie Wyckoff

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

EDUCATION/HUMAN SERVICES

Lindsey Chantel Blair
Savanna Marie Bolyard
Madison Brianne Cope
Adalene Grace Marra
Heather Brianna Montgomeroy
Haley Jacob Williams
* Samantha C. Winstanley

** Destiny Marie Gabbert
Kristen Elizabeth Eve Giardinelli
Trey Anthony Gilham
Kyra Autumn Goff

** Austin Dean Grant
** Cassie Lynn Greenfield
** Valerie Kristin Gress
* Olivia Layne Johnson
Tyler James Lavelle
Savannah Jo Lipscomb
* Emma Frances Marino
** Jenna Nicole McGrath
*** Jessica Elizabeth Payne
Taylor Kristine Prezel
* Haley Marie Reynolds

*** Linzy Alynn Rhodes
** Mahala Kathryn Ruddle
*** Emma Samels
*** Kelsie Nikole Savage
** Madison Faith Skeens
** Kendal Rose Smith
*** Faith Alexandra Stone
** Jillian Paige Swauger
** Alaina Brianne Taimuty
* Alexia Danielle Taylor
** Sophie Noel Trosclair
* Madysen Diane Wheeler
* Kelsey Alexandra Wiles
* Julia Kristine Wood
*** Nicole Marie Wyckoff

Bachelor of Science

CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES

*** Alexandra Nichole Ashworth
Paige Lauren Beechan
** Grace Christine-Marie Bigelow
Brooke Nicole Davis
Eden Cassandra Deems
Hannah Dittman
Katie Hannah Glowacky
* Jenelle Elyse Jennings
*** Abigail Raine Johnson
Haley Danielle Johnson

River Kuhn
Amanda Dawn Messiora
Caroline Louis Nussmeier
** Isaiah Keaton Riley
Reily Kathryn Sturm
Emily Lynn Williams
Breanna Kathrin Wilt

CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES PATHWAY

Courtney Jo Adkins
Kaley Ann Hobbs
Sydnee Elizabeth Vandevender

* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude † University Honors ☞ Honors Foundations Scholar
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Bachelor of Science (continued)

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
*** Martina Allison Allen
* Megan Angleberger
** Alexis Paige Arbaugh
*** Miaela Ourania Argyrakis
  * Emma LaRue Baker
  * Abigail Lauryn Ball
*** Sydney Wynn Bauer
  * Dakota Joe Benvino
  * Marina Susan Brennan
*** Anna Beth Brown
  * Emily Merrifield Buxton
  * Lauran Danielle Campbell
** Carlie Beth Canada
** Nicole Castillo
  * Taney Aria Christiansen
  * Kristen Joyce Clayton
  * Jill Helen Costanzo
  * Madison Jade Diffenderfer
  * Alayna Rann Dimlich
  * Megan Nicole Edwards
*** Emma Lynn Eickleberry
  * Carlie Renee Ervine
  ** Julia Renee Fraim
  *** Carly Nicole Glinski
  *** Emma Mae Goddard
  ** Sydney Paige Hill
  * Hope Noelle Hussion
  ** Nathaniel Joseph Jackson
  * Kayden Tyler Johnson
  * Eleanor Louise Kleponis
  *** Audra Rachelle Knotts
  ** Hannah Rae Laugh
*** Lisa Renee Lewis
  * Bayli Shay Manns
  * Emily Grace McPherson
  * Charla Morgan Meadows
** Sydney Lee Moffett
  * Catlin Sierra Monroe
  * Rachel Lynn Moore
  * Rowen Leigh Nardini
** Danielle Neely
  * Isaiah Joseph Orcutt
  * Franchesca Sue Parks
  * Taylor Victoria Powell
  * Jarrah Shae Reams
** Tori Evelyn Reed
  * Leah Nicole Schaffer
  * Mariana Joan Shank
  * Gabriela Karyn Strangis
** Amber Lynn Swisher
** Taylor Nicole Vincent
** Bree Marise Warren
*** Olivia Ashton Wayne
  * Lindsey Rose Wertz
  * Kaitlyn Brooke Wilson
  * Kinley Morgan Wolfe
*** Lori Nicole Wornstaff
*** Julia A. Yocum
  * Jordyn Taylor Zilian

Certificate

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT
Courtney Jo Adkins
Alexandra Nichole Ashworth
Grace Christine-Marie Bigelow
Eden Cassandra Deems
Katie Hannah Glowacky
Kaley Ann Hobbs
Jenelle Elyse Jennings
Haley Johnson
Isaiah Keaton Riley
Reily Kathryn Sturm
Sydnee Elizabeth Vandevender
Emily Lynn Williams

INFANT/TODDLER EDUCATION
Courtney Jo Adkins
Alexandra Nichole Ashworth
Grace Christine-Marie Bigelow
Eden Cassandra Deems
Katie Hannah Glowacky
Kaley Ann Hobbs
Jenelle Elyse Jennings
Haley Johnson
Isaiah Keaton Riley
Reily Kathryn Sturm
Sydnee Elizabeth Vandevender
Emily Lynn Williams

PROGRAM EVALUATION
Megan Marie Kruger

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
* Honors Foundations Scholar
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Dear College of Law Class of 2021,

Commencement is a day to celebrate your accomplishments, to reflect on your journeys to this point, and to hope for a bright future. On behalf of the faculty, staff, and alumni of the College of Law, I congratulate you on your graduation from law school. On this day, you join generations of proud alumni who have used their legal educations to lead satisfying and productive lives of professional service. I have no doubt you will be worthy bearers of that tradition.

You have much to celebrate. Law school is not easy. You persevered through all the normal challenges, plus the additional challenges of a global pandemic. You have every right to be proud of yourselves, and I hope that remembering what you accomplished on this day will give you strength in the future when you need it. I know your families and friends are immensely proud of you, and so are we.

Today is also a day to reflect on your time on Law School Hill. You have learned much about the law and about yourselves, and you have made friendships that will last a lifetime. You have become a part of our College of Law family, and we are eager to support you in any way we can in the future.

Your hopes and dreams brought you to law school, and they carried you through law school. I hope your futures will unfold smoothly and brightly, yet none of us knows where the future will lead us. All we can do is prepare ourselves to be ready to walk through whatever doors are opened to us and to seize opportunities with open minds and spirits. We are confident you are ready to contribute no matter where your journeys take you.

I know you are going to serve your clients well and to make the world a little more just every day. It’s been a privilege to have you with us.

Good luck, and keep in touch!

Best wishes,

John E. Taylor
Interim Dean and Jackson Kelly Professor of Law
## Doctor of Jurisprudence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Agnes Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla M. Augst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnathan Tyler Barton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard Francis Bertus III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Alexandra Birchfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex S. Blevins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheryl L. Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allyson N. Burgess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail E. Cadle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trista R. Campbell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liam C. Casey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliza K. Cercone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny L. Cochran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan David Combs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew C. Cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew J. Cooper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Michael Cranston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren E. Cyphers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan E. Dishong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daja K. Elliott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey K. Emory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adila Fathallah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Victoria Faulkner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica Jane Feller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen M. Ferguson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna V. Filatova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Adler Frederick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron J. Greza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard E. Griffith Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Michael Gutierrez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas J. Gutmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel N. Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathon E.B. Hanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Seth Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denali Skye Hedrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew James Higgins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Michelle Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zane V. Hottinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian A. Huffman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake N. Humphrey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily S. Isaacs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie B. Iversen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine M. Jacobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makeia Raine Jonese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramsey K. Jorgensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Matthew Judy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer L. Kenel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy J. Kopczynski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlynn R. Landes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek A. Laxton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna C. Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin J. Longnecker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan James Marcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathew Lee Marshall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex M. Mascioli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew J. Matus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan R. McMinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenna Elyse Meadows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashton Brady Meyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Ryan Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Evan Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Moreno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Daniel Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas E. Motes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany E. Mullins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily A. Neely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Elizabeth O’Brien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandria L. Oakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brice P. Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia K. Pirillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham B. Platz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy E. Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krista Rearick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jess T. Reed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ida M. Rezvani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendra L. Ricer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey R. Richwine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrington G. Riggs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tori L. Rinaldi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler L. Rittenhouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah C. Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriela A. Sarduy-Santiago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allister N. Seckman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auri A. Shay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant McClellan Sherman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Sheveleva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakeb H. Shuck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua G. Stephan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William T. Sukovich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew J. Tenaglio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eli Barrett Tilley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin L. Tomlinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Kelsey Trumble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin B. Vanston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron C. Viney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah E. Vogt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody Wells Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra M. Walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan W. Walters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony I. Werner Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha L. Willis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Elliot G. Hicks is a trail-blazing West Virginia attorney inspired by the lawyers who helped lead the Civil Rights Movement.

Hicks was the first African American elected to the Executive Committee of the Student Body at Washington and Lee University, although he ultimately earned his B.A. (1978) and his J.D. (1981) from West Virginia University.

Hicks spent the earliest part of his law career as a solo practitioner before joining Kay Casto & Chaney in 1984. At the time, he was just the second lawyer of color in the state to be hired by a large firm. In 1998, he became the first African American president of the West Virginia State Bar Board of Governors.

Hicks developed a reputation as a top litigator with expertise in product liability defense, premises liability law, employment law, insurance law, and higher education. Over the course of his career, he was a partner at several firms, including Spilman, Thomas & Battle.

His current focus is on mediation and arbitration at his own firm, Hicks Resolutions. He is a member of the National Academy of Distinguished Neutrals, an organization of leading mediators and arbitrators. He was inducted as a Fellow of the American College of Trial Lawyers, elected to the Federation of Defense and Corporate Counsel, the American Bar Foundation and the West Virginia Bar Foundation.

Hicks has long been a leader in public service. He has served on the Kanawha County Housing and Redevelopment Authority and the board of the Legal Aid Society. He now serves on the West Virginia Humanities Council and the Daymark Foundation Board, among others.

For six years, Hicks was on the West Virginia Bar Foundation board, including serving as chairman of the IOLTA Committee that administers millions of dollars for legal services to the poor.

Two former West Virginia governors (Earl Ray Tomblin and Joe Manchin) appointed Hicks to the Board of Governors of Concord University, which he chaired for four years. Two other former governors (Cecil Underwood and Bob Wise) appointed him to the Higher Education Policy Commission, where he was vice-chairman.

In 2019, the Martin Luther King, Jr. State Commission presented Hicks with the Governor’s Living the Dream Award for his work as a champion of justice, scholarship and civil rights.
Dear College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences Class of 2021,

On behalf of the faculty, staff, students and alumni from the College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences, I would like to congratulate you on your graduation from CPASS and WVU. This is a wonderful accomplishment and I know you have many amazing adventures ahead of you. Let this graduation be one of numerous steps along your journey of professional growth, development and fulfillment. By graduating from CPASS you are joining an illustrious list of alumni from the past 89 years.

I hope that you count your years within CPASS as some of the best times of your life. The CPASS faculty and staff have provided you with a strong education and have pushed you to find the best version of yourself. I’m sure that you have made many forever friendships with others who will support you throughout your life. Together, these people and experiences will help you be successful.

I know that your last several semesters in CPASS didn’t go as planned, nevertheless our college remains a strong family. In the spirit of true Mountaineers, we have overcome the difficulties presented to us by COVID-19 and have emerged stronger. We have learned life lessons of resilience, strength, compassion, curiosity and self-discovery. I hope that you will use these lessons to help you enter the next phase of your life’s journey as a more nimble, powerful and creative person.

It is my pleasure to have been part of your educational journey. I’m extremely proud of you. Always wear your old gold and blue with pride and make the world a better place by promoting the fundamental values of our college: Application of knowledge; Diversity, Equity and Inclusion; Collaboration and Discovery; Community Engagement; and Well-being.

Celebrate today with those close to you and don’t forget to thank important others for their support and encouragement. I hope you have treasured your time in CPASS as much as we have loved having you as a student.

Continue to look for those country roads that will take you home to Morgantown. And when you do return, you are always welcome within CPASS.

Let’s Go Mountaineers!

Sincerely,

Jack C. Watson II, PhD, CMPC
Dean
Doctor of Education

COACHING AND TEACHING STUDIES
Richard Allen West

Doctor of Philosophy

SPORT AND EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY
Sofia Espana Perez
William Charles Way III

Master of Science

COACHING AND SPORT EDUCATION
Caileigh Elizabeth Apicella
Bailey Kristopher Gesteland
Brian Golden
Brian Joseph Houk
Candace Lee Jones
Cole Alexander Kocher
Raymond Mitchell Kryzak
Christopher Andrew Maxwell
Kaitlin Linsey McGahagan
Kristian William Santos
Clara Santucci
Joseph Tanner Smith
Gregory Anthony Warren

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Hannah Elizabeth Abraham
Kehinde Aderinola Adelusi
Taiwo Olugbade Adelusi
Shomari Harith Adisa Jr.
Abhik Ranjan Bera
Brian Patrick Bick
Garland Rayshawn Booker
Jenna Brown
Frank Joseph Cacioppo
Jonathan David Chicken
Jason C. Croft
Joshua Daniel Crummer
Ramon Santiago Figueroa
Angelo John Franco
Tyler Lee Frazee
Mary Spatafore Gabriele
Nicholas Joseph Garner
Kalista Gioglio
Jason Conor Gouin

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Kyle Richard Hansen
Ashlee Symone Harrison
Caleb Haynes
Nicholas Andrew Helmick
Daniel Omid Hepfer
Jared Michael Horan
Sabrina Kassis
Calli M. Kinsler
Jared Santino Kortsen
Lindsay Katherine LeSueur
Marcus McGraw
Alexa Paige Miley
Andrew David Mitchell
Carly Elizabeth Moore
Fallon Greer Morella
Aryaunna Deneasha Mosley
Emily Murphy
Eric O’Neal
Naidy Milagros Perez
Kyle Andrew Poland
Troy Porter
Mckenzie Marie Quick
Christopher Robertson
Bria Nicole Smith
Noah D. Smith
Olivia Michelle Sneed
Juwan Staten Sr.
Jaquelyn Leora Tun
Keishaun Winston Williams
Caroline Elizabeth Wylie

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

Jacob Patrick Cassese
Alexander Charles Gibson
Emily Raussell Jenkins
Ivan R. McCartney IV

Joshua Cole Sturgill
** Rachel Morgan Stutler
Joseph Thomas Vanseggen

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science

ATHLETIC COACHING EDUCATION
Zachary David Capwell
Kenneth Cranston Jr.
Tyler Masharn Doanes
Adam Phillip Greenburg
Zack Arthur Harrold
Nicholas Dicaro Hilliard
*** Hershell Theodore Hutson Jr.
Jeremy Judis
* Christopher Micheal Lovell
Jacob Matthew Purdy
Joseph Stone
Joseph Jay Thomas

ATHLETIC TRAINING
** Logan James Austin
** Charles Alexander Davison
*** Mackenzie Leigh Hawkins
* Connor Peyton Hedrick
Virginia Fay Honaker
Zachary Charles Knight
*** Jacob Thomas Lehman
* Branden Michael McCormick
** Garrett Bruce Miller
Christian Hunter Price
Jamara Nekell Washington
*** Matthew Christopher Watson

COACHING AND PERFORMANCE SCIENCE
Nicolo Joseph Ramicone

PHYSICAL EDUCATION - TEACHER EDUCATION
Reid Cable
Alexander Michael Calvert
* Logan Allen Davis
*** Matthew Philip Drabble
Cody Alan Eversole
** Evan Richard Johnson
** Olivia Martinelli
** Sydney Elizabeth Palmer
James Garrett Patterson
Jordan C. Richardson
*** Liam Patrick Shea
* Zachary Kirby Shumaker

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND KINESIOLOGY
Jennifer Hope Chalfant
Taylor Rae Ritter
Gregory Paul Shutler

SPORT AND EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY
Jordan Lynn Abramczyk
Kwaku Armooh Jr.
Alpha Barry
Jesse Franklin Beal Jr.
Katherine Elizabeth Bennett
Jocelyn Colleen Bishop
Aaron Levi Bombich
Madison Rae Boyce
Alex Joseph Brennan
DeMarco K. Brown
Alyssa Maria Buchite
Olexa Ann Bunofsky
Jenna Elizabeth Burrier
Kiera Nicole Butler
Miguel W. Byrd
** Matthew Bernard Casey
Connor Yusuf’ Angelo Chu
Connor Alexander DeBardts
Ryan Michael Dillingham
*** Isabella Paige Epperly
Nicholas John Frazee
** Brooke Logan Gaunt
Kevin L. Gilbert
Trey Jonathan Gorey
Anthony Austin Grant
** Hannah Christine Greco
* Emma Dorothy Harris
Nico Oliver Hartley
Nicolas Douglas Herre
Cameron O’Neill Hunt
Stone Christian Hymes
*** Olivia Gayle Inskeep
Kayla Nicole Jackson
Khailah Hosanna James
Gul Jogezi
** Jessica Lee Johnstone
*** Marykate Kalinock
* Laura Elizabeth Karlson
* Daniel James Katella
Megan Kingsbury
Charles Byrne Koach
*** Paige Amelia Kolbe
Brielle Brooke Kunis
Jacob Wesley Lowe
*** Karlie Martin
* Taylor Cyriss Matzgannis-Brewer
** Matthew James Maynard
Michael Ellsworth McCarthy
*** James Cole Mccarty
Tyler Everett McElroy
Tyler Matthew Milchman
** Alyssa Marie Morlando
Lucille Lamayai Morrisroe
Valentina Ariel Pannell
Rajah Dionne Pits
Ciara Elizabeth Plumley
Syed Hasan Qudri
*** Zahra Lee Robson
Makenzie Brooke Schuhart
Katherine Mary Sears
* David Raviv Shapero
Nicolas R. Short
Matthew Alexander Spicer
Katelin Zoe Stathopoulos
William Ashton Sterling
Grisham Joseph Stevenson
Miller Austin Strohm
Alec Chase Taylor
* Alyssa Marie Thomson
Lucas Allen Toothman
Jon Ari Veracka
James Gavin Walls
Myles Alexander Washington
Jessie Debra Williams
Kate Nicole Williams
Tamar Jaron Williamson
** Zoey Autumn Wisintainer

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Connor R. Barwiss
Hannah Emily Basso
* Jessica Katherine Beasley
* Austin Jeffery Blake
* Owen Stephens Boyd
** Benjamin Vincent Butler Brooks
Austin Cash Carroll
Evan Cohen
Mathew Ryan Decker
Ryan Michael DiPaolo
Abigail Meghan Elischer
Samantha Campbell Flynn
Anthony Gibson
Bethany Noel Harshbarger
James Brian Hull
** Anthony William Jacobs
Justin King
Joshua David Lehman
Noah Douglas Leidig
Giovanni Pulice Lenhart
Samuel Michael Leish
Jacob Brandon Levine
Pease Fitzpatrick Martin
Jordan Ray McCabe
Paul Uri McIntosh
Sean Michael McNeil
Hunter Michael Payne
Zachary Michael Pepe
Ryan Joseph Popkins
*** Caden Zane Roberts
Jose Isidoro Rodriguez
Tyler James Sanderson
* Ryan Alexi Sandler
Jack Redington Sayre
* Edward Schimminger
* Idan Seal
Alexis Shura
Connor David Riddle Smith
** Matthew Carter Sanders
Luke Thomas Sorboro
Zack Joseph Spitala
Matthew Taylor
Steven Johnny David Tekesky
*** Rei Watanabe
Joshua Weachter
Jordan Riley Wittmaack
Daniel Hanul Yoo

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
≤ Honors Foundations Scholar

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
2021 Graduates,

You have learned and experienced a great many things during your education here at West Virginia University. You’ve adapted to a changing landscape impressively. The highest congratulations are in order. Today, you have shown yourselves to be true Mountaineers. You’ve made it to the top of a mountain.

As the famous children’s author Dr. Seuss wrote:

“Onward up many a frightening creek, though your arms may get sore and your sneakers may leak. On and on you will hike, And I know you’ll hike far and face up to your problems whatever they are. ...You’re off to Great Places! Today is your day! Your mountain is waiting, So... get on your way!”

Mountaineers, your next mountain is waiting.

It’s a funny thing about mountains. Everyone wants to move or climb them; they see them as obstacles to be conquered or overcome.

But mountains were never meant to be conquered. They were meant to be explored. They were meant to fascinate and open our eyes to new places and ways.

A mountain holds trees and trails, difficulties and darkness, flowers and springs. It holds the entirety of a journey, of time well-spent and life well-lived. It’s exciting - and it should be. It’s terrifying - and it should be.

Remember those trees and trails, the difficulties and darkness, flowers and springs. Remember the all-nighters, the 20- page papers, the F’s and A’s, the C- presentations. Looking down on it from the mountaintop, it’s beautiful, isn’t it? The funny thing is, it always was.

Oh, the places you’ve been.

What you’re looking at now is the next mountain, the beginning of a glorious climb. It looks enormous, majestic, full of trees and trails, difficulties and darkness, flowers and springs.

One day, probably when you’re on the top of this next mountain, you’ll look back and see the beauty of it all. Rather, I hope that day is today. As you press onto the next challenge, the next mountain, I hope you go forth understanding what you’re about to face will be and is now beautiful. Oh, the places you will go.

Congratulations, graduates. Congratulations, Mountaineers. You’re off to great places. Today is your day. Your next mountain is waiting, So... get on your way!

Darrell W. Donahue
Dean of Davis College of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Design
Doctor of Philosophy

HUMAN AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Megan Christine Govindan

NATURAL RESOURCES SCIENCE
Bolarinwa Adeyemi Ajanaku
Kuan-Ming Huang
Zachary Thomas Keeler
Luis Andres Guillen

Master of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Design

Kirsten Marie Belcher
Michele Renee Belcher
Grace Elizabeth Dever
Eryn Mallory Fleming
Zachary Elijah Martin
Jessie Emelia Pennell

Master of Landscape Architecture

Ryan Christopher Blair

Master of Science

AGRICULTURAL AND EXTENSION EDUCATION
Kindra Dawn Carr
Coleton Todd Payne
Madison Brooke Quinn
Travis Daniel Veach

DESIGN AND MERCHANDISING
Mary Samantha Hale

ENERGY ENVIRONMENTS
Legacy Skout Barger
Malori Bloss-Senft

ENTOMOLOGY
Braley Madison Burke

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOIL AND WATER SCIENCE
Jarrett Douglas Fowler

FORESTRY
Harrison Appiah
Andrew M. Hirsch

NUTRITIONAL AND FOOD SCIENCE
Bahareh Adami
Emily Nicole Clegg
Robert Elliott Hickey
Jessica Nicole Ide
Rachael Maitlyn Starr

RECREATION, PARKS AND TOURISM RESOURCES
Ashley Irene Fox

WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES RESOURCES
Laura Danielle Graham
Caroline Elizabeth Harms
Samuel Calder Knopka
Darien N. Lozon
Lincoln Reising Oliver

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

Samuel Eugene Fisher
** Sierra Le Goff
Seth Robert Hogue
Andrew John Peck
Summer Paige Skidmore
* Grace Smith

Bachelor of Science

AGribusiness Management
Austin Beringer
Alyssa Marin Bolinger
*** Anne Elise Boyd
Trace Jordan Dunton
** Maddison Nicole Hendley
Jaylin Nakole Hollister
Hannah Nicole Householder
Allison Ann Louk
Jacob Cecil Maciejewski
David Cullin O’Brien
William Mitchell Patterson III
Megan Mackenzie Phelps
Troy Lee Rakes II
Dylan Andrew Roberts
Kyle William Ross
Nicholas Joseph Schuch
*** Ryan Paxton Snyder
 электро
*** Sloan Inskeep Williams

Animal and Nutritional Sciences
 электро
Ashley Nicole Birko
Dustin Eugene Blosser
* Olivia Brooke Cochran
** Samantha Marie Cunningham
* Sydney Lynn Davis
** Kendal Shaye DeMarco
 электро
Zoe Marie Ebbert
* Jill Marie Epling
Mia Nicole Ferguson
Connor Joseph Fluharty
* Braxton Gatens
Stuart Joseph Hackney
Daniel Noah Hausman
Matthew Ryan Henson
 электро
*** Raegan Nicolle Hughes
 электро
*** Julia R. Johnson
** Yarahy Leal Guedez
** Emily Nicole Marple
Morgan T. McGuire
*** Ciara Hope Miller
 электро
** Hannah Nichole Overbaugh
Tyler Cole Petrucci
* Deanna Elizabeth Robinson
Kylie Paige Sands
* Laura McKenzie Simmons
** Kayla Alexis Stahl
** Ashlyn Nicole Stakem
** Elise Stanley
*** Audrey Jaye Stevenson
Hayley Jo Throop
* Julia Katherine Trivett
 электро
* Celeste Renee Voss
 электро
** Sydney Grace Whitlock
Larissa Qiuan Wiencek
Alyssa Wyatt

Biochemistry
 электро
*** Peter James Bellocchio
 электро
*** Derek Henry Bertrams
 электро
Shannon Adrain Bruno-Zo-hager
Jesus Noah Candler
Amanda Nicole Vera Collins
Arlo Reuben Flanagan
Abigail Olivia Gates
*** Jonathan Jacoby Gore
Sydni Dawn Harris
 электро
*** Devin Gray Kelly
Paul Lawer-Yolar
*** Joy December Mills
Olivia Michelle Nickoloff
* Hannah Marie Petronek
 электро
Jeffrey Tyler Petty
 электро
*** Molly Isabel Powney
David Michael Rogers
 электро
*** Tristan Dee Sanders
Gabriella Marie Savarno
** Edward Joseph Skonieczny
 электро
Amanda Dawn Swistok
 электро
Gabriella Olivia Wabler
Breanne Weaver

Design Studies
 электро
** Elizabeth Kay Cohen
Alyssa Della Vella
* Alec Jeffrey Gliebe
** Abigail Anne Green
** Alexa Leeanne Hasting
* Delaney Jane Herr
 электро
** Maria Cosette Perez

Energy Land Management
 электро
* Colten Thomas Carbasho
Jacob Edward Cooper
Chadwick Christopher Frey
*** Parker Darren Grace
Michael Jai Kilmer
Brandon Bryce Mallett
Michael Turner McQuain
 электро
*** Joshua Michael Rebholz
 электро
** Craig Steven Rench
Samuel Elliott Robinson
Tyler Bradley Rollins
Emily Marian Scherle
Timothy Andrew Seench
Ted Andrew Uninski
 электро
*** Sloan Inskeep Williams

Environmental and Energy Resources Management
 Daniel Blake Greiner
* Lucas A. Kinder
* Richard Grant McSpadden
Gerald John Michaels III
Douglass Sbe

Environmental and Community Planning
 электро
** Caroline Aline Silver

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  ❀ Honors Foundations Scholar  ❇ Honors EXCEL Scholar  ❇ Honors Laureate
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Bachelor of Science (continued)

ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
*** Tate Ashton Dixon
*** Colin James Dunn
Annika Lynn Emmett
* Andrew James Lewis

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOIL AND WATER SCIENCE
*** Madelene Carman Blackwood
Chisom Sarah Ejimofor
** Abigail Ruth Minihan
** Joshua Peter Mirabella
Connor Douglas Porter
Zeb Schott

FASHION, DRESS AND MERCHANDISING
* Courtney Breen
** Catarina Breithoff
Jessica Marie Carter
** Mckenzie Hayes
* Brittany Lynn Kellner
** Jennifer Marie McGowan
Jenny Rose Miller
Leanna Moria Skohan
* Kathryn Grace Taglienti
Madison Ann Truex
*** Morgan Renee Widmer
* Taylor Abre’ Zdan

FOREST RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Thomas Chase Campbell
Kory Matthew Forssell
Thomas Patrick Fulton
Chelsie Renea Kotlar
Levi D. Nlejeg
Jody David Paugh
David Riley
** Ruben Edward Sabella
Cody Shifflett
* Logan Thornley
Andrew James Walter

HUMAN NUTRITION AND FOODS
* Megan Nicole Dayton
Julia Therese DeAngelo
* Mariam Karoline Freiche
Connor Freed
Nicole Marie Kilian
De’Anthony Morris
Timothy Joseph Rant
Payton Symone Rea
*** Glenna Rose Sprenger
Elizabeth Faith Zegeer

INTERIOR DESIGN
** Aljohara Kamal Aldihan
*** Karlea Elaine Barber
Katlin Allie Boyles
** Lydia Grace Collins
*Kolleen M. Denning
*** Gabrielle Capri DiDonato
** Sydney Diana Dockins
*** Hannah Anise Ellis
Samuel Eugene Fisher
** Haley Friend
Michelle Galdamez
Danielle Renee Hinderliter
Vivian Carole Hyde
Nicole Ramos
** Ryan Elizabeth Robinson
* Olivia Janelle Schmidt
Summer Paige Skidmore
Sarah Johnette Stanford
Alyssa Kristen Thompson
*** Emily Noel Trickett
Lauren Michelle Williams

WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES RESOURCES
Meadow Arbogast
William Franklin Armstrong IV
Maggie Elizabeth Black
Julia Anne Burkheimer
* Laura Leigh Cammarata
Kyle Andrew Casto
Jake Chiles
** Joshua Lewis Vernon Craig
** Aerin Myles Davis
*** Matthew Scott Day
Michael Christopher DiRienzo
Joseph Paul Femano
Megan JoAnna Friend
Chance Graham
Caleb Andrew Green
Kaitlyn Grimm
** Caden Spencer Haines
* Lindsey Nicole Hartzell
Sean Jackson Hemphill
Zoe Marie Hickman
*** Ian Joseph Katen
Alycia Lee Lamar
Kylee Michelle Leathers
* Andrew MacKenzie
*** Rachel Marie Mannino
* Allison Louise McCormick
Ruth Ellen Mierzejewski
Mark Richard Minardi
Shannon Nicole Moore
Travis Moore
** Emma Orndoff
*** Jacob Marshall Persiani
Carson Drew Raines
Chase William Richmond
Lucas Rott
*** Myah Ray Ryan
Trenten Chad Schubert
Megan Nicole Tenney
Corey Edward Tucker
Jackson Ira Vance
Linsey Allen Wallace
Brennon Matthew Watt
Douglas Jared Zirk

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
David Benjamin Byard
Brian Steven Chepurry
*** Bailey-Allison Ivy Gillespie
** Andrew Gosnell
James Burt Heflin IV
Max Thomas Howard
* Stephen Joseph Kuzjak
Sarah Elizabeth Naegle
Alana Sommer Nulph
Madisyn Brooke Pauley
Raymond Frank Pirrong
Kyra Paige Rouleau
** Caroline Aline Silver
** Kevin John Valyear
Alexis C. Yost

RECREATION, PARKS AND TOURISM RESOURCES
Matthew David Bixler
Zachary Paul Cattaneo
*** James Seth Collins
Rylie Antoinette Flood
Alexander Thomas Gordon
Conner Allen Hey
Arle Joseph Kenneth Hitt
Hunter Nicholas Hoffman
Nathaniel Reece James
* Olivia Grace McCurry
** Benjamin Russell McKeen
Brett Forrest Miller
Christopher James Simmers
Eric Eugene Snyder
* Madeline Marie Walker
Taylor Brooke Williams
Logan Trent Wilson
Benjamin Richard Johnson Wood

WOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Matthew Taylor Davis

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  Ⓠ Honors Foundations Scholar  Ⓟ Honors Laureate
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Bachelor of Science in Agriculture

AGRICULTURAL AND EXTENSION EDUCATION

Naomi Colleen Clutter
*** Cala Renae Curtis
    Mariah Lynn Engle
** Devann Christine Fox
** Mikayla Rae Hargis
    Adam Paul Harper
* Emily Nichole Hunt
** Makayla Lauren Kidner
* Seth Nicholas Plaugher
* Miranda Nicole Rounds
*** Brooke Nichole Tanner
    Lexi Danielle Trickett
    Maggie Elizabeth Waugh

AGROECOLOGY

Faith Marie Brooke
Connor James Cox
*** Joseph Daniel Malone

AGRONOMY

* Cagan Joshua Goldstein

ANIMAL AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES

Elisa Marie Beam
Tanner S. H. Carr
Dillon K. Durst
Abbigail Ckyanne Flynn
Bailey V. Gregg
Jara Elizabeth Hall
Patrick Lucas Henderson
** Maddison Nicole Hendley
* Gabrielle Lee Hockensmith
    Ashley N. Nicholson
** Paden Scott Rightsell
    Jordan Smith
    Alyssa Wyatt

HORTICULTURE

Madeline Hughes

HORTICULTURE

Madeline Hughes

GIS AND SPATIAL ANALYSIS

Kirsten Marie Belcher
Ryan Christopher Blair
Dennis Jesse Carpinello
Nathaniel Alexander Gaytan
Samuel Calder Knopka
Benjamin D. Marnell
Zachary Elijah Martin
Benjamin Evans Vance
Colby Wood

* Cum Laude    ** Magna Cum Laude    *** Summa Cum Laude    ☑️ Honors Foundations Scholar

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Dear Eberly College of Arts and Sciences Graduates:

It is my distinct pleasure to congratulate you on this most important accomplishment. A college education, either undergraduate or graduate, is a special gift. You have rightfully earned it—and for the graduates of 2020 and 2021, this gift has profound meaning.

You need dedication, perseverance and sacrifice—both academic and personal—to complete collegiate studies at any time. However, over the last 14 months, you have triumphed under extraordinarily challenging circumstances. As you reflect on your years at WVU, I urge you to also celebrate how the adversity you have faced has prepared you for the myriad opportunities ahead.

First, in spite of the obstacles you faced, and perhaps because of them, you have developed resilience. While uncertainty and stress came in wave after wave, you held on to your goals. When the pandemic threatened to upend all aspects of everyday life, you did not lose heart; you overcame and completed your studies.

You have also developed wisdom. This skill set includes maturity and ingenuity, and though it is connected to academic success it is not quite the same. Through wisdom, you apply the process of learning—and, in your case, adaptation to new methods of learning—in creative and innovative ways.

Finally, you have come to learn the importance of gratitude. You have relied on one another, your families and your support systems. Appreciation of kindnesses large and small will inevitably lead you to be more compassionate and generous. I have no doubt that this generation of graduates will be paying it forward as mentors, leaders and philanthropists in the years to come.

My advice is to use these gifts wisely, for both your own betterment and also for the world around you. Serve your communities and pave the way for those who walk alongside you, as well as those who follow behind you.

The classes of 2020 and 2021 are like no other. You will be problem-solvers and change agents, and I cannot wait to see what you will accomplish next. Please know that the entire Eberly College community is so very proud and grateful for having the opportunity to know you and learn from you.

Congratulations, Eberly Graduates!

R. Gregory Dunaway, PhD
Dean
Doctor of Philosophy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BIOLOGY</th>
<th>HISTORY</th>
<th>POLITICAL SCIENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miguel Eduardo Medina Munoz</td>
<td>Alexander Samuel Burns</td>
<td>Liza Jennifer Gordon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Henry Muoki Mbunga</td>
<td>Shabbir Ahmad Khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scott Thompson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEMISTRY</td>
<td>LIFE-SPAN DEVELOPMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adewale Vincent Adegbuyiro</td>
<td>Jenna Wilson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd Bwanali</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvey Frando Fulo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Nyemudzai Majuta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Nicole Prince</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Joseph Sasiene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Sefah</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syed Jazli Syed Jamaluddin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNICATION STUDIES</td>
<td>MATHEMATICS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Borzea</td>
<td>Hussin M Albahboh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Krista Kay Brescock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lucian Mazza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORENSIC SCIENCE</td>
<td>PHYSICS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korina Layli Menking-Hoggatt</td>
<td>Guerau Bernat Cabrera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Deans Caron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prakash Gajure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Navid Mottaghi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samuel Hiroshi Nogami</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brent Jacob Shapiro-Albert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rishmali Thanuja Sooryayagoda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas Edward Steinberger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOGRAPHY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Lyne Mathai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Master of Arts

| COMMUNICATION STUDIES            |                         |                                            |
| Caleb Lee Carbine                | Rocio Jimenez Segura    |                                            |
| Kevin Shane Carter               | Mario Juarez Sanchez Sr.|                                            |
| Mary Katherine Casto             | Katherine Lindley       |                                            |
| Fredrick Eugene Hartless         | Camilla Mastrapasqua    |                                            |
| Courtney Alyce Sample            | Wenjuan Mo              |                                            |
| Brandie Marie Styer              | Alberto Morán Vallejo   |                                            |
| Evan B. Thompson                 | Marta Saavedra Reinaldo |                                            |
|                                  | Baptiste Vernieu        |                                            |
|                                  |                         |                                            |
| ENGLISH                          |                         |                                            |
| Morgan A. DePue                  | Rocío Jimenez Segura    |                                            |
| Edward Harvey France             | Mario Juarez Sanchez Sr.|                                            |
| Veronica Grace Rine              | Katherine Lindley       |                                            |
|                                  | Camilla Mastrapasqua    |                                            |
|                                  | Wenjuan Mo              |                                            |
|                                  | Alberto Morán Vallejo   |                                            |
|                                  | Marta Saavedra Reinaldo |                                            |
|                                  | Baptiste Vernieu        |                                            |
|                                  |                         |                                            |
| GEOGRAPHY                        |                         |                                            |
| Shawn William Cockrell           |                         |                                            |
| Andrey Fomil                     |                         |                                            |
| Caleb Michael Malay              |                         |                                            |
| Valerie Lynn Stone               |                         |                                            |
|                                  |                         |                                            |
| HISTORY                          |                         |                                            |
| Mollie Cecil                     |                         |                                            |
|                                  |                         |                                            |
| LINGUISTICS                      |                         |                                            |
| Shahd Ismail Abu Nahel           |                         |                                            |
| Ashraf Wenas Al Sad              |                         |                                            |
| Aida Asua-Lopez                  |                         |                                            |
| Harold Gene Fair III             |                         |                                            |
| Carmen Floriano Munoz            |                         |                                            |
| Beatriz Gomez Vega               |                         |                                            |
| Chunliu Han                      |                         |                                            |
| Diana Patricia Hernandez Burgos  |                         |                                            |
|                                  |                         |                                            |
| SOCIOLGY                         |                         |                                            |
|                                  | Shah Alam               |                                            |
|                                  | Emily Nicole Hawkins    |                                            |
|                                  | Danielle Marie Stoneberg|                                            |
|                                  | Madison Elizabeth Wilson|                                            |
|                                  |                         |                                            |
| SPANISH                          | Macarena Llamas Molina |                                            |
|                                  | Mar Sanchez Pulido      |                                            |
|                                  |                         |                                            |
| TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS     |                         |                                            |
| OF OTHER LANGUAGES               |                         |                                            |
|                                  | Verónica Parra Alonso  |                                            |
|                                  | Salome Copin            |                                            |
|                                  | Raul Diez Carbajo       |                                            |
|                                  | Jose Carlos Gallud Ferro Sr.|                                      |
|                                  | Jessica Brielle Kawalek |                                            |
|                                  | Eva Rodríguez Rodriguez |                                            |
|                                  | Alba Perez Velasco      |                                            |
|                                  |                         |                                            |
| WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES     |                         |                                            |
| AND LINGUISTICS                  |                         |                                            |
|                                  |                         |                                            |
|                                  |                         |                                            |

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Fine Arts

CREATIVE WRITING
Christl Mary Caspar
Caitlyn Campbell
Madison Hope Collett
Julia Lee DeHaven
Alicia Lyn Fields

Master of Legal Studies

Ragin Elizabeth Berry
Caitlyn Campbell
Madison Hope Collett
Julia Lee DeHaven
Alicia Lyn Fields

Master of Public Administration

David Reid Boden
Holly Lynne Bogdanich
Madison Hope Collett
Leah Lorraine Cunningham
Megan Rebecca Curran
Evan S. Dupree
Mica Jane Feller
Benjamin Edward Fries

Haley Shay Growden
Miranda Ellen Heitz
Blake N. Humphrey
Shelby Lane Johnson
Madisyn Deanne Lee
Alex M. Mascioli
Hannah Grace McCoy
Corey James Miller

Ginny Louise Milsap
Mustafa Rfat
Chase Thomas Shank
Allison Victoria Smith
Andrew Richmond Walker
Garrett P. Weigel
Matthew William Witt

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Science

BIOLOGY
Kaitlyn N. Boone
Julianne Gmys Grady
Marvin Jacob Wright

FORENSIC AND INVESTIGATIVE SCIENCE
Oyedoyin Ifeyinwa Adeoye

GEOLOGY
Garrett Beacom
Jonathan Michael Brady
Dennis Jesse Carpinello
Shaun J. Donmoyer
Emily Jackson
Kyle Joseph Lee
Catherine Regina Patterson
Brigitte Petras
Holly Danielle Pettus
Sara Isabella Schreder-Gomes
Jarrett Thomas Smith
Randy Todd Toth
Spencer Leonard Williams Jr.
Nur Iman Fareeza Zulkapeli

MATHEMATICS
Matthew Jared Richardson
David Sokolov

PHYSICS
Andrew James Jemiolo
Dylan Jacob Linville
Nicholas Matthew Luber
Evan Thomas Smith
Gregory Vincent Walsh

PSYCHOLOGY
Rebecca Lillian Chalme
Alexandria Rose Ebert
Kacey Renee Finch
Katya Nolder

Master of Social Work

Grace Katherine Armstrong
Olivia Alice Bacha
Courtney Nycole Ball
Jennifer Shea Darmelio
Hannah Brooke Davis
Kedlyne Demosthene
Kristin Paige DeVault
Dustin Wayne Dilley
Elena Kaitlyn Dugan
Elizabeth Ashley Edwards
Kori Adda Finnegan
Rachel Mounteer Kamradt Fuller
Marlee Gelfand
Alyssa Marie Golub
Garrett Andrew Griesmer
Abbigail Marie Hall

Maura Kathryn Hartman
Kylea Elizabeth Hauser
Matthew Vincent Held
Molly Pieris Hensler
Frankie Lynn Hinzman
Averyl Hobbs
Seneca Jean Holcomb
Ceilidh Kempton
Abby Raelen Kinzer
Courtney Elizabeth Kral
Ashleigh Elizabeth Magee
Megan Dominique Marchio
Mariah Elise Martin
Holly Judith McKinney
Ginny Louise Milsap

Crystal Michelle Morris
Alexandra Michelle Moses
Courtney Ann Nuzum
Jacqueline Joy Pickens
Ashley Marie Rexrode
Fiona Elise Richmond
Summer Noelle Schmuck
John Alexei Siegal
Brianna Elaine Siemer
Katrina Alexis Snyder
Cassidy Brooke Tolley
Taylor Sage Toothman
Kinsey Beth Wilfong
Nakya Willis
Matthew William Witt

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Arts

ANTHROPOLOGY

Adam Yosef Benjamin
Talia Clair Buchman
Daniel David Dillon
Kylie Raine Macchia
Abigail Lauren McCardel
Haley Maryann Mullins
Megan Marie Ondeck
Keen William Owen
Gretchen Claire Pifer
Olivia Rose Sokos

*** Adam Yosef Benjamin
*** Talia Clair Buchman
*** Daniel David Dillon
*** Kylie Raine Macchia
** Abigail Lauren McCardel
** Haley Maryann Mullins
** Megan Marie Ondeck
** Keen William Owen
*** Gretchen Claire Pifer
** Olivia Rose Sokos

BIOLOGY

Allie Danielle Cline
Marqus Don Alistaire Creavalle
Abhishek Chaitanya Dave
Niall Kristian Diehl
Anne Catherine Fox
Iraj Hasan
Zulkifl Ishaq Jafary
Lauren Parsons
Anthony Robert Wells
Christina Diane White

CHEMISTRY

Joshua David Gillespie
Liza Jane Grossman
Brendan Joseph Jahr
Erin Margaret McGowan
Timothy David Morris
Caitlin Virginia Stone
Antonio Segundo Terradillos

CHINESE STUDIES

Heather Renee Creigh
Emmalee Ann Hart
Erika Homba Hayhurst
William J. Lopez
Jacquelyn Marie von Staden

COMMUNICATION STUDIES

Abdullah Alkasim
Cameron David Archer
Brooke Armknacht
Hunter Ryan Ayers
Emily Ann Bayliss
Anna Elizabeth Benvignati
Hannah Elizabeth Brownlee
Kylie Madison Brownlee
Joshua Taurrek Chandler
Steffan Leonard Chapman Jr.
Sydni Rayne Clark
Jordan Anne Coddington
Samuel Costin
Charles Natale DeLuca

Landry Noelle Eskridge
Taylor Renee Fraser
Haley Jan Gibson
Klaudeth Alexandra Giron
Ashley Taylor Goff Sr.
Hallie Madeline Hardesty
Patrick John Harris
Natalie Jane Hartung
Taylor Michelle Hinkle
Hannah Lynn Jack
Trent G. Jackson
Henry Ulrick Kobel
Madison Clara Martin
*** Allison Elizabeth Matthai
Matthew Ellis McClure
Evan Mitchell Miller
Daniel Nagy
Mitchell Ryan Nodland
Gabriella Marie Paredes
Sarah Pearson
Jared Ashton Primm
Chloe Mary Renforth
Andrea N. Solano Ruiz
Trace Donovan Schooley
Blaire Michael Scott
Samantha Macy Tabor
Taryn L. Thompson
Faith Ann Van De Moere
Madison Grace Wedge
Olivia E. Welch
Brenna Elizabeth West
Antion Elijah Williams-Brown

CRIMINOLOGY

Noah James Adams
Mutlaq Thawab Alsubaie
Madeline Claire Ambrose
Makenzie Alexandra Basile
Kayla A. Beach
Taylor Ashton Beasley
Connor Jeremiah Behm
Mya Bevels
Charlotte Dalton Bohen
Caitlin Boudreau
Jared Edward Bowman
Mallory Grace Brooks
Maxwell Robert Brown
Connor William Buhrow
Braden Matthew Caugh
Ryan Joseph Clark
Jessica Elaine Coberly
Samantha Ann Colelli
Quentin Cook
Tomhera Lee Anna Cooke
Angela Irene Velazquez Colon
Alayna Marie Coughenour
Drew Marie Dale
Madoka Dangi

Jeffrey Mark DiGuiseppe
Daniel Kenneth Eckhardt
Mariah Sarah Edwards
William John Ettinger
Lexxi Paige Fada
Kailey Nicole Fenning
Kenedy Ar’Riana Ferguson
Kailee Fessock
Cody Lee Fiscus
Chase Evan Frythe
Kassie Dee Dawn Forinash
Morgan Amanda Fox
Casey Scott Friese
Jessica Mary Gecco
Kylie Savannah Hardin
Brendin Robert Hawkins
Howard Matthew Hein
Anthony Thomas Helton
Lesly Michelle Herrera-Duran
Hayley Lynn Hoffman
Zachary Edward Hopkins
Holly Ann Howell
Christopher George Imler
Meredith Brooke Jobe
Jacob Denver King
Gavin Patrick Lafferty
Riley Thomas Lamb
Frederick Michael Mantsch IV
Adam Joseph Maugeri
Briason Andrew Mays
Amber Jane McClure
Collin Curtis Miller
Caitlin Marie Moats
Collin Michael Morrison
Kadyrose Labarge Newman
Paige Nicole Nigrini
Quentin Henry Oliphant
Colten Alexander Oliver
Heather Payne
Brittany Noel Phillips
Brooke Marie Phillips
Madison Lee Pimentel
Daniel Brian Powell
Megan Powers
Jared Taylor Rapoport
John Michael Edward Rappold
Allyson Luann Roberts
Chloe Marie Robinson
Abigail Paige Rock
Dylan Roos
Christopher Jose Ruiz
Andrea N. Solano Ruiz
Erica Amari Rush
Shane William Ryan
Jonathan Christian Salvador
Paige Schmitt
Kameron John Serrano
Kara Sue Shamblin
Samantha Elizabeth Sharp
Katelyn Elizabeth Simms

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Honors Foundations Scholar
Honors EXCEL Scholar
Honors Laureate
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Bachelor of Arts (continued)

* Alicia Esther Soliz
  * Amanda Lynn Starliner
  * Ryan Simeon Tan
  * Lucas Ray Tanner
  * Victoria Rose Taylor
  * Cekiah Clarisse Thornton
  * Malik Winston Thornton
  * Avery Tillman
  * Joseph Levi Turner
  *** Sydney Madison Upright
  ** Kaylee Urquhart
  * Logan Elizabeth Warner
  * Madison Ann Welchman
  * Erin White
  * Abby Lynne Willmann
  * Jackson David Wolf
  * Julia Marie Woodbridge
  ** Emily Ann Yankanh
  * Tessa Mihayla-Grace Zivkovic

ECONOMICS

* Dillion Jade Cottrill
  * Ethan Andrew Kelley
  Elliot Gerald Munizza
  Bradley Austin Newlon
  John O’Connor
  Kenneth Ogalo
  * Justin Tyler Williamson
  * Caleb Thomas Woolridge
  ** Erin Nicole Young

ENGLISH

*** Samantha R. Barney
  ** Georgia Michelle Beatty
  * Kiersten Shea Bennett
  ** Zoey Elizabeth Blair
  * Erica Rose Bowles
  * Lakin Marie Davis
  *** Joshua Stephen Davy
  * Alexus Eudell
  * Cameron Michael Ferguson
  ** Sarah Ghabra
  * Amanda Jane Griffith
  * Christopher Gross
  * Joshua Annan Heagy
  * Madeleine Isabella Hernandez
  * Makenzie Jade Hudson
  ** Erin Michelle Huffman
  * Kristen Johnson
  *** Amelia Lee Jones
  * Malina Logan Judd
  * Gabriella Elizabeth Lebo
  * Alex Kasey Long
  * Helena Irene McAllister
  *** Aerianna Breanne McCanahan
  ** Taylor Brook Mac Miller
  * Logan David Moore
  ** Emily Glendra Ogden
  * Madeline Claire Paugh
  ** Maria Diana Pomas
  * Alexis Patricia Ream
  ** Melissa Faye Reynolds
  * Sophia Lee-Anne Riggelman
  * Kelsy Bre Robbins
  * Jaclyn Taylor Roberts
  * Stone Schaldenbrand
  * Cassidy Suzanne Southern
  ** Kacie Renee Steele
  ** Tre A. Tarantini
  * Elizabeth Virginia Urish
  * Madison Rae Urse
  * Kaley Alexandra Vestal
  ** Erin Chloe Watson
  ** Marisa Nicole Watson
  ** Alexandria Rose Webb

ENGLISH/SECONDARY EDUCATION

*** Amanda Lynn Waterman

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOSCIENCE

*** Gabriel Antonio Abreu-Vigil
  ** Hannah Kathleen Byxbee
  * Jason Paul Caggiano
  * Abdalla Ali Abdalla Ali Chouka
  * Maria Getto
  * Ezra Joel Husar
  * Andrew Kettle
  * Shawn Evan Boyd McNeely
  * Jamie Lynn Sullivan

FRENCH

*** Samantha R. Barney
  ** Tricia Annette Pomero

GEOGRAPHY

Abdul Aziz Abdullah

*** Gabriel Antonio Abreu-Vigil
  * John Robert Baker
  * Joshua Edward Fitz
  * Jacob M. Hartwell
  * Haley A. Langan
  * Nolan Light Nye
  * Maya Gabrielle Rowe
  * Justin Carlisle Saldana

GERMAN STUDIES

*** Brooke Mackenzie Alexander
  ** Georgia Michelle Beatty
  *** Faith Alexa Myers

HISTORY

Matthew Beck Ayres
** Adam Yosef Benjamin
*** Charlotte Dalton Bohen
* Riley Christian Bowers
* Madison Jo Crane
*** Laura Patricia Curry
*** Emily Rebecca Curtin
* Dayna Rene D’Avico
* Lakin Marie Davis
* Tucker Ernest Donati
* Bailey Stephen Evans
* Hyatt Sean George
* Jack Richard Getty
* Logan Jon Gillespie
*** Jessica Rose Hogbin
*** Brant A. Holst
* Brooke Erin Hostetler
* Adam Joseph Maugeri
** Monessa Myaa McGaha
* Jessica Ann Mortko
* Chase Patrick Perry
* Reid Prunty
*** Molly Anna Reynolds
* Olivia Genevieve Sinkule
* Mallory Elise Sisler
* Allison Maria Spears
* June-Celeste Lynn Spence
* Ryan William Sukovich
* William Swallen
* Benjamin Joseph Tappe
* John Forrest Timan
* Dustin Lee Tolliver
* Emily Rose Tonello
* Karl Edward Warden III
*** Heather Woolridge

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

* Vera Asantewa Abankwa
** Andrew David Steffke

---

* Cum Laude
  ** Magna Cum Laude
  *** Summa Cum Laude
  ⚫ Honors Foundations Scholar
  ⚫ Honors EXCEL Scholar
  ⚫ Honors Laureate
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Bachelor of Arts (continued)

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

*** Martha Claire Ball
** Sara Leonor Bravo-Peterc
** Kathryn Lynn Brooks
*** Grace Kathryn Byers
Andrea Callanan
*** Grant Pierson Case
*** Adam Tyler Craig
Chad Everett Lee Dye
*** Avery Michael Eddy
** Kathleen Anne Eyler
Maria Getto
Erin Kuntzi Guy
Ashly Deanna Lovings
Madison Francine Matheny
Troy Edward Middleton
*** Camille Eileen Marie Mullens
** Jacob Matthew Nelson
Tricia Annette Pomeroy
* Victoria Rose Pope
Camryn Delaney Pressley
*** Reide Prunty
* Jon-Michael Eric Roxby
Estefania L. Vega
Sarah Brooke Wallace
*** Christina Diane White
* Julia Marie Woodbridge
** Erin Nicole Young

MATHEMATICS

Jamya DaShawn Berky
James Edward Dubon Gomez

PHILOSOPHY

Omar Mohamed Almarzooqi Sr.
* Margaret Cahill
Samuel Richard Cree
Joseph Deal
** Jackson Carter Fox
Christine Emma Fuessinger
** Hannah Blythe Hebel
Alexander Keith James
* Ethan Andrew Kelley
Grant Douglas McVicker
* Amber Murta
* Maya Gabrielle Rowe
*** Tre A. Tarantini
** Jordan Alexander Thorn

PHYSICS

Ali Faraj

POLITICAL SCIENCE

*** Jarrah Ahmed Al Kandari Sr.
*** Brooke Mackenzie Alexander
Marshall Gideon Arrington
*** Abbagai Faith Bailey
Katherine Baldassare
*** Martha Claire Ball
** Christopher Charles Barbara

*** Riley Grae Blasingim
Caleb Jon Bowser
** Griffin Case Bradley
Alexandra E. Brown
Alexandrea Michele Burchett
Nathaniel Alan Burdette
*** Blake Col Caldwell
* Christian Coleman
Braden Lynn Comer
Corinne Nicole Connor
Alexander Jacob Curylo
*** Patrick Doherty
Emma Marie Dolin
Raul Jose Echevarria
Caillen LeeAnn Fulp
Delaney Geib
Lindsie Marie Goodwin
*** Rachel Sarah Elisabeth Gritsko
Andrew David Hall
Trevor George Hawkins
*** Tyler Jeffrey Holbert
Jacob John Humberson
*** James Zachary Hunley
Klayment M. Jenkins
Jordan Elizabeth Keeder
Maxwell Hunter MacKenzie Leathers
Owen James McCaffrey
*** John Kota Moore
** Amber Murta
** Jacob Matthew Nelson
* Michael Clement Niggemyer Jr.
* Colten Alexander Oliver
Joseph Daniel Phelan
*** Grayson Phillips
* Elena R. Pomponio
*** Chase C. Riggs
Seth Truman Shingler
* Katelyn Elizabeth Simms
Mallory Elise Sisler
*** Olivia Rose Sokos
* Natalie Elizabeth Spaid
* Mackenzie E. Steele
*** Victoria A. Sullivan
*** Madeleine M. Thompson
*** Jordan Alexander Thorn
* Emily Rose Tonello
Haylie Jean Trapp
Sarah Brooke Wallace
*** Paige Morgan Wantlin
Garrett Peter Wright
* Beverley Carol Ybarber
* Benjamin Philip Zarazinski

PSYCHOLOGY

Sophia Belmira Abinajm
Dylan J. Adams
Assunta Anzalone
* Grace Elizabeth Banke
Hunter Joseph Barnetta
Kara Ellen Blackburn

*** Hannah Elizabeth Brown
** Kelley Jessica Burnham
Samantha Ann Colelli
Bella Amore Coles
Corinne Nicole Connor
Ireland Mckenna Delaney
*** Brianna Nicole DeLarge
* Catherine Ann Demick
Emily Elizabeth Dodrill
Grace Dorrian
Allyson Paige Elkins
** Kira Kelly Farestad
* Kayla Dawn Foley
* Gwyneth Paige Fortney
** Jackson Carter Fox
*** Sarah Ghabra
Maxine Goodman
Ninotchka Guasch
Martin Ha
*** Cherish Heard
Holly Ann Howell
*** Erin Michelle Huffman
*** Maya Corcoran Huggins
Destiny Jackson
Morgan Johnson
Kayrah Jean Lapp
Ayden Lloyd Lasley
* Gabriella Elizabeth Lebo
Janis Martin
Samantha Ruarad Maumbe
** Olivia Jane McCarthy
Alicia Yvette Michel
Robert Frazier Moles
Kailiope Maria Nictas
Zackary Logan Pell
** Kyle Nathan Perreault
** Sarah Noel Peskar
* Brittany Noel Phillips
* Brooke Marie Phillips
*** Gretchen Claire Pifer
Madeleine Lee Plutro
* Connor Elizabeth Polosky
*** Serena Roberts
* Chloe Marie Robinson
Breanne Elizabeth Ross
Lauren Gracie Scantlin
* Quinn Kathleen Shereck
* Adrianne Kristeen Shimer
Katherine Grace Smith
Cassidy Suzanne Southern
Sarah Nicole Southern
*** Justin Staats
Dana Parker Stewart
Stefani Michelle Thompson
Nicole Renee Van Tassell
* Tara Mairead Walsh
Karaliah Marjorie Watkins
Winter Marie Wilcox

* Cum Laude    ** Summa Cum Laude    *** Grade Honors Scholar
** Honors EXCEL Scholar    ✶ Honors Laureate
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### Bachelor of Arts (continued)

#### Religious Studies
- Geneva Maree Baker
- Jessica Rose Hogbin
- Jordan Elizabeth Keeder
- Grant Douglas McVicker
- Jadynn Nariah Rose Veigel

#### Russian Studies
- Kaitlyn Nicole Boyd
- Kara Sue Shamblin

#### Slavic and East European Studies
- Brooke Erin Hostetler

#### Social Studies/Secondary Education
- Kelly Nicole Mccardle
- Melanie Paige Pacella
- Andrew David Sadd
- Cletus Joseph Watts IV

#### Sociology
- Rachel Lynn Blake
- Margaret Cahill
- Blake Col Caldwell
- Patrick Doherty
- Sharell Lynn Harmon
- Sarah Katherine Neff
- Macy Christine Withrow

#### Spanish
- Madelene Carman Blackwood
- Sara Leonor Bravo-Peterac
- Callista Clairmont
- Jonna Rose Dwyer
- Ethan Christopher Finney
- Elisa Marie Mantini
- Maria Diana Pomaless
- Camryn Delaney Pressley
- Seth Truman Shingler
- Anastasia Marie Simpson

#### Women’s and Gender Studies
- Bryce Griffin
- Morgan Johnson
- Aeriana Breanne McClanahan
- Megan Marie Ondeck
- Anusha Singh
- Mackenzie E. Steele
- Visakha Gopi Turner

#### World Languages, Literatures and Linguistics
- Jessica Rose Hogbin
- Kylie Raine Macchia

#### Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

Rediate Aragaw  
Kelly Jean Bell  
Skylar R. Bennett  
* Virginia Mihelcic Butler  
* Blair Elizabeth Byrnside  
Taylor Lee Care  
☞ *** Parker James Edward Carte  
Liza Christian Carter  
Jennifer Hope Chalfant  
Cassandra Colleen Chapman  
Lasawn Marie Clark  
Billy Nicole Daniels  
Breanna Elaine Dewalt  
☞ *** Hannah Abigail Dugan  
Jordan Ray Duncan  
Mark David Fetsko  
Andrew Powell Fitts  
Madison Lynn Graff  
Devin Alexander Henriquez  
** James Zachary Hunley  
* Pablo Jimenez Albelde  
Elizabeth Jean Johnson  
☞ *** Jordyn E. Johnson  
Thabiti Okpara Jabri Jones  
Denys Kostromin  
* Gregory Isaiah Lail  
Lucas Michael Leddy  
Tea Marisa Leone  
Nicolas Emilio Lopez  
☞ *** Annalivia Piurabelle McFee  
** Anastase Nteziyayo  
Gabe Osabuohien  
Lawton Samuel Parnell  
Abigail Nicole Patterson  
Tracey Arleicia Picou  
Mark Albert Riesco  
Charly Rojas  
Vera Claytor Ruhlmann  
Renee Elizabeth Rumburg  
Natalie Christine Scherr  
Samantha Jordan Sheets  
Tajzmel Sherman  
** Zoe Skvarka  
Brandyn Alexandr Snyder  
Max Evan Stafford  
Ryan Joseph Stephen  
Destiny Dominique Watson  
Ross Carter Weed  
Evelyn Alicia Wittig  
Theodore Andrew Wyka  
Kyle David Zehnbauer

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors  ☞ Honors Foundations Scholar  ✥ Honors Laureate
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Biology

*** Marianne Nubia Abdalah
*** Jarrah Al Ben Ali
* Saleh J M A Alatiah
** Dima Omar Alafadil
*** Fahad A Kh A Alhomoud
*** Dalal F Ali
*** Fatemah Alsharaf
*** Amanda Kay Amsdell
** Naomi Elizabeth Bane
Amethyst Kreeva Elizaga Beltran
*** Marryn Marie Bennett
*** Charis Margaret Bisciglia
Nicholas M. Blue
*** Kaitlyn Nicole Boyd
* Amber Nicole Burrell
Lily Christina Clair
Leah Coe
*** Lindsay Mae Comer
* Anne-Sophie Courteau
** Kobe Joseph Crawford
Heather Renee Creigh
Hanna Christine Decre
Hannah May Drumm
Jamie Noelle Dubois
Zachary Scott Dunlop
* Alexa C. Earle
*** Connor Reese Fields
* Amy Grace Fisher
Devon Keith Flanigan
† Raven Elaine Forshee
*** Rebecca Michele Garan
* Aimee Michelle Gerstenfeld
Caroline Kelly Giltz
Ethan Gonzales
** James R. Gould
Adriana Greco
** Deionte Taun Harrilla-Gray
Jerod Roy Hildreth
Seth Wesley Hill
David Stephen Hoffman
Jackson Anthony Holbrook
** George Alan Holmes Jr.
* Shane Douglas Hornor
*** Heather Lynn Hughes
Garrett Anthony Jackson
*** Brendan Joseph Jahr
*** Kirsten Johnson
Kayla Nicole Kephart
*** Janna Laurene Kleinsasser
*** Raegan Marie Kvadas
*** Jonathan Lloyd Lipovich
Briana Lynch
** Emmanuel Kenechukwu Mbamalu Jr.
*** Josie Beth McClanahan
Kaitlyn Millbauer
*** Kylera June Mitchell
Jacob Murphy
** Anne Frances Murtha
Piper Lynn Nunley
Hannah Concetta Ogbrun
Ross Allen Osborne
* Sarah Michelle Osburn

CHEMISTRY

** Rachel Catherine Quattrone
Gabrielle Elise Rigglemore
Afsaneh Sabet
*** Mathilda Viola Santee
↑ Michaela Schmouder
Kaylee Schoy
*** Anastasia Marie Simpson
*** Madison Marilee Sites
** Kassidy Morgan Spears
** Emma Corrine Speck
↓ Noah James Spencer
Jacob Turner Stanley
** Madison Nicole Starcher
Walter John Sulzbach V
** Cheyenne Danielle Taylor
Aiyana-Mei Tom
* Laurence Wensner Van Stavoren
Alexis Carolyn Von Schmidt
*** Russell Husted Ward IV
** Ryan Dwayne Weimer
** Logan Welch
Aubrie Rose Williams
*** Kathrynn Anne Wolfe
* Alyssa Nicole Yantosik
*** Connor Mason Yoder

FORENSIC AND INVESTIGATIVE SCIENCE

** Allison Angiello
Drew Baker
*** Charis Margaret Bisciglia
Joshua Ryan Blake
** Samantha Brady
Jennifer Theresa Brant
Abigail Brown
Jennifer Casey
* Courtni Paige Childers
Teresa Marie Clark
** Sarah Delaney Contrill
Samantha Ann DeStefano
Breanna Elaine Dewalt
Elise DiMarco
* Alexi Riko Dodson
** Tallan Liu Embrey
* Morgan Lyndsey Grove
* Zachariah Jotham Harding
Shane Douglas Horner
* Shelby Nicole Keyes
Megan Elizabeth Kirk
*** Sara Louise Ruth Kuberski
*** Raegan Marie Kvadas
Rachael Lynn Levengood
* Olivia Claire Mahla
** Heather Massey
*** Anne Frances Murtha
*** William Joel Newlin
** Jordan Lynne Newton
* Madison Riley O'Donnell
* Catherine Marie Oliver
*** Baillie Elizabeth Poulton
John Richard Powlen
*** Katherine Nicole Ramirez
*** Rachael Robinson
* Holly Victoria Ryczek
Brooke Lauren Savell
*** Emilie Claire Schultz
* Hunter Scott Seymour
Amanda Marie Silva
Leanne Maura Simmons
* Callie Marie Smith
* Haley Gabriell Stephens
Matthew Joseph Taylor Jr.
* Lucille Adelaida Torbeck
* Kayla Ann Trimble
* Emily Nicole Wallis
* Jackie Danielle Weese
Robyn Mary Catherine Wuller
* Alyssa Nicole Yantosik
** Rachel Sarah Yost
* Kyrin Michael Zeger

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors
& Honors Foundations Scholar
# Honors EXCEL Scholar
* Honors Laureate
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Bachelor of Social Work

** Emily Margaret Ahmuty
Logan Hunter Allen
Adogu Chidi Amechi Sr.
Allison Paige Archison

*** Maria Renee Bernardo
Hannah N. Bowman
Kaelee Anne Brown
Alexis Buchmelter
Frankie Corinne Carson
Meagan Brooke Cavender

*** Hope Aria Des Noyer
Caleigh Ann Dunlevy
Meghan Elizabeth Falkenstein
Charity Ann Farley
Michelle Lee Hall
Zoe Lena Hanks-Kushner

** Kayla Jade Harris
Jacob Issac Hartsg
Julian Reed Hoffman
Abigail Kathleen Lewis
Jodi Madison Link
Lucy Alana Litten

*** Brooke Rae Miller
Jackson Carroll Moss
Kris Ricket

* Michelle Paige Richmond
Keely Shea Saunders
Breanna Noel Shears

*** Alina Marie Slattery
Kalynn Maschelle Spaid
Caroline Rose Stalica

*** Davi Shaye Stanley
Halle Morgan Stewart
Lexi Taylor Stines
Morgan Darlene Stout

* Kayla Elizabeth Trunnell
Aylin Turkoglu

*** Katie Ann Unger
Lauren Dru Verlinden

** Rachel Nicolle Weaver
### Regents Bachelor of Arts

- **Charlotte Denise Ainsworth**  
  David Michael Alpaugh  
  Naif Abdulrahman Alqahtani  
  Barry Von Bailey Jr.  
  Hannah Joy Bennett  
  Parker Cole Boughton  
  Bryce Brand

- **Susan Alexandria Callison**  
  Jeremy Matthew Case  
  Emmanuel Chigozie Chibuokem  
  Ian Christiansen  
  Jennifer Ann Cottrill

- **Adalheid Faith Crum**  
  Makala Morgan Deal  
  Leslie J. Dickens  
  Charles Adrian Donelan III  
  Michael Lance Duffelmeyer  
  Joshua Friddle  
  Angela Joy Funk  
  James Carl Galusky  
  William Chase Goodykoontz  
  Nicholas Nathaniel Harripersaud  
  Osama Hassan  
  Jessica Lauren Hayes

- **Chase William Heffle**  
  Jess Joseph Hinton  
  Stephanie Nicole Hunt  
  Jerilyn Jackson  
  Misty Dawn Jackson

- **Lorrie K. Jenkins**  
  Lyon David Johnson  
  Elizabeth N. Jude  
  Gregory Leon Judge  
  Christopher Kirk  
  Wyatt Alexander Kitzmiller  
  Demitrios Koulis

- **Alaine Barbara Lambertson**  
  Ronald Aaron Lecarpentier  
  Jacob Peter Littman  
  Edward Louis  
  Shawn Marple  
  Jarod Martin  
  Jessica Lynn McCoy  
  Meghan Rae McGhee  
  Misty Dawn Meadows  
  Alice Fay Means  
  Amanda Miller

- **Jessica Mulligan**  
  Yann Pierre-Auguste Banou Nene Bi  
  Levi Joseph Oury  
  Andre Alexander Parker  
  Stephen Ray Prince  
  Chad Richards  
  Mark Tyler Roberts  
  Leah Renee Rupinsky  
  Zachariah Jordan Schleuss

- **Rachel Annaliese See**  
  Randi Beth Shirley  
  Alyssa Marie Skousen

- **Tali Jo Soccosri**  
  Richard Mack Sowell  
  Heather Marie Starkey  
  Jeanette Kay Stevens  
  Robert Tennant

- **Chunliu Han**  
  Camilla Mastrapasqua

---

### Certificate

#### Applied Statistics
- Xinwei Bai
- Julia Kay Wolf
- Chen Zhao

#### Community Development Policy and Practice
- Mark Randall Lambert

#### Cultural Resource Management
- Elliott John Barrett
- Ryan David Bilger
- Jamie Elizabeth Billman
- Meredith Cleveland Dreistadt
- Clancy Dawn Fyock
- Miranda Ellen Heitz
- Nathaniel Emerson Kosmicki
- Jennifer Jeanine Mihal
- Jonathan Tracey

#### Linguistics
- Raul Diez Carbajo
- Mar Sanchez Pulido

#### Spanish
- Katherine Lindley
- Alberto Morán Vallejo

#### Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
- Chunliu Han
- Camilla Mastrapasqua

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Honorary Degree Recipient

CHARLES KENNETH SULLIVAN

Ken Sullivan was born and raised in the mountains of Virginia, with Appalachian roots going back more than 200 years. He was educated in American history at the University of Virginia, the University of Rochester and the University of Pittsburgh.

He retired as director of the West Virginia Humanities Council and before that was editor of Goldenseal, the quarterly magazine of West Virginia traditional culture. At the Humanities Council he directed the purchase and restoration of the historic 1836 MacFarland-Hubbard House, a National Register property and one of Charleston oldest houses. He worked with the Humanities Council board and staff to mobilize financial support for hundreds of humanities projects throughout West Virginia.

Ken was the editor and principal creator of the West Virginia Encyclopedia in its print and online versions. Besides the West Virginia Encyclopedia he has edited or authored several other books and numerous articles and book reviews. He served on the editorial board and as a contributor to the 2006 Encyclopedia of Appalachia and currently serves on the editorial board of West Virginia History journal.

He received the 2017 Vandalia Award from the State of West Virginia, and the 2005 Folklife Scholar Award from Fairmont State University. He is a member of the West Virginia nominating committee for the University of Virginia Jefferson Scholars program.

Ken serves on the Charleston Historic Landmarks Commission and each year joins other members of the West Virginia Faculty Merit Foundation to select West Virginia’s Professor of the Year. He is one of two West Virginians to have been an officer and board member of the National Federation of State Humanities Council.

Ken lives in Charleston with his wife Debra Sullivan, and is delighted that his son, daughter-in-law and two grandchildren live nearby.
Dear Class of 2021,

Today, a new journey begins.

Even if you don’t know exactly where that journey will take you, know that you are ready for it because of what you’ve learned during your years at West Virginia University.

Each of you learned more than you ever bargained for over the last year – and you learned it fast. In the true pioneering spirit of the Chambers College, you pivoted and successfully learned to navigate the unexpected.

I often say that our Chambers College students are the future of work, and that’s never been more true than it is today. A bright future lies ahead – and that future needs you. It needs your perseverance, your energy and your adaptability. It needs your hope and your aspirations to change the world for the better. It needs you to be the next generation of creators, entrepreneurs and business leaders who will confront the problems of today and solve the problems of tomorrow. It needs you to value and champion diversity so that you can break through barriers and do impossible things – and so that you can inspire others to do impossible things, too.

The jobs of tomorrow will favor those who are prepared to innovate and adapt on their feet. Chambers College students are well-prepared to do just that, as you have risen to the challenge together of navigating through the final year of your college education with flexibility and tenacity.

Each of you has a blank slate in front of you, and that will give you the ability to transform business. Companies will be rethinking how they work, and they will look to this generation to make an impact and shape a new course for all functional areas of business and organizations.

My hope is that you never stop dreaming big. Know that I am so proud of each and every one of you, and I can’t wait to hear how you’re changing the world.

Go out there and do the impossible – it’s what Mountaineers do best!

Best wishes,

Javier Reyes
Milan Puskar Dean
Doctor of Philosophy

ACCOUNTING
Marie May Rice
Chen Zhao

ECONOMICS
Benjamin Tyler Blemings
Margaret Casey Bock
Kerianne Nicole Lawson
Eduardo Guimaraes Minuci
Joylynn Pruitt

MARKETING
Elvira Kizilova
Taeun Yim

Master of Arts

ECONOMICS
Erika Davies Antolin Barker
Alexander Christian Marsella
Nicholas Shkreli
Corey James Mount Williams

Master of Accountancy

Megan Taylor Aaron
Andrew Douglas Adkins
Katelyn Elizabeth Billeter
Bradley Ryan Cademartori
Matthew Hancock

Laura Caroline Kern
Jordan M. Muncy
Jack Riley Portmann
Lindsay Ann Proctor
Luke Sunmo Torres

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Business Administration

Ahmad Almutairi  
Michael Joseph Amber  
Ethan James Atkinson  
Brett James Beckley  
Imani Marcus Jesse Beckwith  
Justin Richard Bevere  
Stephen Trent Bodnar  
Daniel Jeffrey Boothe  
Terrell Todd Bowman  
Joshua Boyd  
Mary Elizabeth Briers  
Ashton Victoria Camacho  
Luke Anthony Cardenas  
Garrett Andrew Cathell  
Brandon Andrew Christian  
Jacob Collin Cook  
Andrew Michael Coppoolse  
Steven Lynn Corder II  
Stephen Garrett Cottrell II  
Ashleigh Lynn Cox  
Christian Dorian Cox  
Andrew Michael Cranston  
Janeeb Marie Crotts  
Nicholas Andrew Cunningham  
Maxwell Oliver DeNora  
Thaidee Daitch Nikademus Dillie  
Michael Duez  
Kara Jean Ehrenberger  
Jacob Thomas Elias  
Jana H. Elkhariib  
LeAnn Evans  
Lucas Facemire  
Carter Floyd Faeth  
Jaymie Nicole Ferrebee  
Kristian Michael Fuchs  
Michael Lewis Gerbo  
Leanne Marie Goddard  
Christopher Mark Hale  
Jillian Elaine Harmon  
Matthew Seth Harris  
Iahna Henry  
Charles Mitchell Holbrook  
Skyler James Humphrey  
John Frederick Russell V  
Isaac Harrison Johnston  
Osman Augustine Kamara  
Anthony Mark Larosa  
Matthew Ridgely Larry  
Steven Harris Lockwood  
Stephen Brock Lomax  
Rachel London  
Adam Christopher Lough  
Sean Michael Mahone  
Joseph Majestro  
Hillary Ann Martinez  
Christopher Alan McCormick  
Grant Edrese McIntire  
McKenna Elysse Meadows  
Jeffrey Todd Meier Jr.  
Ashton Brady Meyers  
Ryan MacCauley Midkifff  
Maggie Jo Miller  
Timothy Evan Moore  
Hunter Christine Moreland  
Brady Charles Nannors  
Zachary Edwin Nibert  
Brantee N. Norris  
James Michael O’Brien II

Master of Science

FINANCE
Zhenting Che  
Dylan Michael Cress  
Pascal Ruben Fabian Derwaritsch  
Blake Vincent Duffy  
Xinran Guo  
Samantha Hall  
Brandon James Harclerode  
Ranchen Huang  
Jiayi Li  
Meitong Li  
Shiyuan Li  
Jiawen Liu

Jameson Frank Mascara  
Andrew Thomas May  
Fangzheng Ou  
Alan Jeffrey Rowe  
Fangyi Song  
Trevor William Withrow  
Ziqi Xu  
Shanqing Yan  
Yiming Zhang  
Yuhan Zhang  
Botao Zhou  
Ruiyang Zhou

FORENSIC AND FRAUD EXAMINATION
Hannah Marie Kraus  
Dena Tadros

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

ACCOUNTING

* Victory Adedokun
   * Shelby L. Angelozi
   *** Mary Adeline Babinchak
   *** Eviana Maria Barnes
   *** Nicholas Michael Blumish
   *** Eliza Marie Bragonje
   Ty William Buckley
   * Emily Ann Buonaiuto
   Steven Charles Burke
   Adam Peerce Burlimann
   *** Kira Quinn Ling Burwell
   Maddison Lyin Carroll
   * Yinshun Chen
   Stephanie Jeanette Cho
   Paul Albert Clark II
   Stephanie Clymore
   *** Allyson Brooke Cogar
   Alana Jordan Costa
   Samantha Nicole Cronk
   * Cameron Wayne Crow
   * Chase Andrew Cuppert
   Lee Curran
   Benedict Joseph DeFelice II
   *** Michael Anthony DeFelice
   * Khadijah Idrina Diouf
   *** Dylan Christopher Doyle
   John Wesley Fox II
   *** Jacob Kerr Frisbee
   ** Drew Ellis Garrett
   Reina Gaudia
   ** Kara Lynn George
   ** Mackenzie Paige Guy
   *** Reagan McKenzie Haines
   ** Garrison Hartwell
   James David Herron
   * Katherine Hertzog
   Alvaro Huezco
   *** Julian Chase Jacquez
   *** Grace Elizabeth Kinder
   Thomas Alexander Kost
   Brandon Thomas Laxton
   *** Hwajong Lee
   *** Megan Elaine Loughry
   *** Heidi Noel Lusk
   Cole Thomas Marquette
   Olivia Brieann Martin
   *** Kristen Renee Massey
   Mark David McDonough
   *** Avery Lee McGreary
   * Kaylee Morgan McMullen
   *** Zakary Allan Mesich
   * Andrew Gary Michael
   ** Trent Dolan Michaels
   Glen Paul Morgan
   *** Ryan Joseph Noark
   Chiononso Onoriode Nwachukwu
   ** Alec Daniel Oates
   *** Olufumunyi Temitope Odeniyi
   Ian Robert Parsons Sr.
   *** Clark Joseph Pederson
   * Kylee Anna Pollard
   *** Kayla Anne Rahi
   * Collin Rittiger
   Britney Alecia Rodia
   Jasmine Romero-Toc
   Eric Douglas Rozene Rudden
   ** Samantha Jo Sarraf
   Bethany Ann Stern
   ** Siera Lynn Toles
   Ogbeneminije Edesiri Urie
   ** Andrew Aaron Uy
   *** Ryan Van Wyk
   *** Jianhua Wei
   Robert McKinley Westbrook
   Joseph M. Wholey
   Matthew Arthur Williams
   Phillip Wojtowicz

* Cum Laude   ** Magna Cum Laude   *** Summa Cum Laude   H Honors Foundations Scholar   L Honors Laureate

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration (continued)

** Kaleb David Fike  
Hannah C. Flynn  
Mia Nicole Foti

* Conner Fowler  
** Jacob Kerr Frisbee  
Nicholas Donald Froehlich

*** Zane Richard Gallagher  
** Drew Ellis Garrett  
Mark Goetz

** Anthony Vincent Goode  
Emily Elizabeth Goodwin  
* Anna Elizabeth Gordon  
Ethan Robert Gore

*** Kaylee Anne Gross  
Eric Jon Gustafson Jr.

*** Joseph Mark Gutmann  
** Zachary Joseph Hereshko  
Kory Hilliard  
Andre Daniel Hinojosa  
Michael David Holt

*** Luogezhi Hu  
* Ozzy William Hudson  
* James Hughes  
Joshua Alexander Isabell

* Jakub Jaczynski

* Collin Gerard Kelly  
** Grace Elizabeth Kinder  
Thomas Alexander Kost  
Robert Carson Kovacs

*** Klea Nikole Lamb  
Kenneth Morgan Lavelle

*** Zhangjie Li  
** James Waverly Liotta  
** Maria Rae Lombardi

*** Meagan Elaine Loughry  
*** Joshua Arthur Lynn

*** Yupei Ma

* Dana Catherine Mace  
*** John Connor Maltby  
*** James A. Mazzone

* Gino Michael Messenger  
Matthew Robert Meyer

*** George Mihalopoulos  
Alyssa Jo Miles  
Michael Morgan Monroe  
Ryan Walter Nagy  
William Edward Narr III  
Tommy Nguyen

* Andruie William Nolen  
Nicholas John Novak  
Mike Connor O’Brien

*** Clark Joseph Pederson  
Nicholas Anthony Perone  
Erica Mary Petruccelli  
William Carter Pierson  
Brooke Faith Pittman  
* Dylan Principio  
* Alexander Thomas Quinn  
Jeffrey Augustus Rader

*** Ryan Anthony Renza  
*** Brandon Michael Ries  
Jacob Brewer Robinson  
Jacob Rosnick  
Anthony Michael Saponara  
Aaron Tyler Sealey  
Dylan Shabman

* Xifeng Shen  
Nathanial Louis Shuman

** Akshay Balasubramony Suresh  
Madison Faith Thomas  
Tyler Elliott Timmons  
* Jamison William Errolde Ugland  
Matthew Volpe

*** Youwei Wang

*** Alina Mackenzie White  
*** Michael Richard Widman  
Matthew Arthur Williams  
Benjamin Wesley Wolfe  
Terrance Devin Wright

*** Junjie Ye  
* Ian Patrick Young

** Lihan Zou  
* Jacob Edward Zurschmeide

** GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

*** Saud Almazroa  
Kristopher Douglas Barmoy

** Luke Michael Beaver  
Emma Grace Bolyard

** Mary Creech  
Timothy Eric Delle Donne  
Amanda Sue Deluise

** Paul John Fichner Jr.  
Madalyn Gaffney  
Haille Marie Giannini  
Andrew Charles Gillis  
Mitchell Richard Golias

* Johnna Helfer  
Jake Randall Katona  
Peter Wolfgang Keiser

** Christopher Michael Kutz  
* Eli Jacob Lough

* Shayton Takota Luevano  
Colin Michael

* Freddy Giovanny Moreno Sr.  
Olivia Morrison

* David Joseph Nichols

* John O’Shea

* Garin Roy Pielher  
Matthew James Pulsiifer  
Austin Michael Puskar  
James David Roberts III  
Zachary Harrison Ross  
Myles Jacob Sanoba  
Evan Dean Slebrch  
Shawn Alden Smith

*** Trevor Michael Thomas

* Jared Robert Yates

** HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT

* Madeline Margaret Indiano

* Alyssa Mae Knight

*** Breezlyn Eva Lash  
Ashlyn Elizabeth McClung  
Tanay Rasik Patel

* Olivia Rose Pecora

** Ryan James Ratcliff  
Jacob Zadjura  
Noah Edward Zinserling

Elias John Panos  
Anthony Joseph Percaccio Jr.

** Zachary Perrill  
* Brittney Lynn Plum  
Abenezer Mitiku Reta  
Aaron Christopher Scheibelhood  
Justin Thomas Sento  
Tyler Andrew Shingleton  
* Allyson Grace Shreves

*** Sarath Suong  
Maria Jose Teruel Caballero

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
¢ Honors Foundations Scholar  
¢¢ Honors EXCEL Scholar  
¢¢¢ Honors Laureate
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Bachelor of Science in Business Administration (continued)

** MANAGEMENT **

Haris Ahmed  
** Fatma Hamid Alansary  
** Emilio Francisco Alvarez Gonzalez  
Kyle Anthony Andersch  
Antonio Salvatore Avallone  
* Joseph Cayne Basile  
Rogan Joseph Blankenship  
* Mackenzie Jennifer Buscher  
*** Grant Pierson Case  
*** Nicolas Mauricio Uribe Castro  
Adrian Joseph Davis  
*** Katie Ann DeMeo  
* Alexis Nicole DeTurk  
* Ohiole Peter Dibua  
Ryan Christopher Doelger  
Hailee Noelle Elza  
Alexander Michael Evans  
* Johanna Lanae Fagan  
* Samantha Lee Force  
Christine Emma Fuessinger  
Andrew Lee Goins  
* Joseph Gerald Griffin  
** Morgan Ashley Griffith  
David Richard Hadinger  
* Mackenzie Louise Halliday  
Reimar D Kirner Jimenez  
*** Dominique La Capra  
** Daniel Levy  
*** Zachary William Lohner  
** Chloe Olivia Lorenze  
Samantha Lynn Mayfield  
*** Brooke Renee Miller  
** Andrew Timothy Mininger  
Dylan Michael Moss  
*** Madelyn Mary Oberschmidt  
Logan Todd Perkins  
** Robert James Plews  
Tyler Rupkey  
*** Allison Elizabeth Schwartz  
Bethany Jean Shankle  
Samantha Jayne Slappe  
* Lauryn Jean Smith  
** Lindsey Renee Snider  
Drew Martin Spearko  
Julia Linh Thorpe  
Tony Benjamin Torres  
* Kathryn Faye Ugland  
Joseph Whitenour  
Luisa Winkler  
** Amanda Womack  
Yousif Abdulaziz A Zainuddin  
* Jacob Edward Zurschmeide  

*** MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS ***

Hassan Y Ahmad  
*** Mohammed Ahmed Alghamdi  
* Timothy Michael Arch  
* Derek Parker Blake  
*** Nicholas Michael Blumish  
Amanda Burns  
** Alonso Andres Canedo  
*** Seth Matthew Carenbauer  
Zachary Steven Castilow  
Kevin Paul Catanoos  
Gary Francis Cerrone Jr.  
Evan Caylor Clay  
*** Trevor Michael Clendenin  
Chandler Correia  
Christopher Nelson Cunningham  
Stephen Joel Dlesk  
Tanner Nathan Felton  
** Haley Elaine Geiger  
* David Spencer Gianni  
Matthew Reid Goldbach  
* Katherine Hertzog  
Hunter Bryce Johnson  
* Dillon Blair Kennedy  
Thomas Allen Kleppingner  
Ethan Zachary Levin  
** Amber Marie Mathews  
*** Tyler Paul McVane  
Chase Alexander Montague  
*** Ryan Joseph Noark  
** Nathaniel Velde Paine  
** Maeve Elizabeth Parisi  
Nitinkumar Rajeshkumar Patel  
Emily Ann Riley  
** Ryan Scott Salus  
Gunnar Riley Setterstrom  
*** Steven Grant Shetler  
** Karou Shiraishi  
Paul Spencer Shirley  
** Adam C. Siwiec  
*** Jaren Joseph Straughn  
Matthew Eric Thomas  
Greyson Seth Travelstead  
Ozioma Udah  
** Wesley Christopher Walker Jr.  
Sean Edward Walther  

** MARKETING **

*** Jakob Lemuel Abbott  
* Nais Lynn Acevedo  
Abdelaziz F J M Alsawihiel  
** Nicole M. Amedro  
Nick David Ashouripour  
Zachary David Babbitt  
Riley Barber  
** Lindsey Grace Beane  
Victoria Bertuca  
Arthur Emanuel Botis  
Melissa Kim Brozier  
Clark Cem Burgazli  
* Jacob William Cafaro  
Coleten Grant Carter  
** Rachael Anne Cerone  
Anna Chaney  
Gregory Vincent Chesson  
Samuel Joseph Cholden  
Brandon Micheal Cooper  
Taylor Grace Delaney  
Nicholas Charles Dennison  
Zerine Zee Depina  
*** Elizabeth Opal Detcher  
** Tyler Jared Detrick  
* John Devlin  
* Ohiole Peter Dibua  
Jarret Cale Doege  
Megan Nikole Dotson  
* Jillian Colleen Eberlein  
Gianna Everhart  
** Olivia Ann Foden  
Allison Jane Franz  
Dalton Gattuso  
Julia Kay Gilpin  
** Samantha Elizabeth Gionta  
Cierra Marie Gouldsberry  
Stephen Edward Green  
* Nicholas Wayne Hadley  
* Connor Michael Hart  
David Joseph Hartzell  
** Brigid Elizabeth Healy  
** Margaret Rose Heflin  
William Edward Hiza III  
*** Taylor Marie Huey  
** Rachel Amelia Hull  
Brandon Alexander Jividen  
Gianna Sabrine Johns  
Logan Tyler Johnston  
** Adrienne Tara Kemp-Rye  
** Grant Thomas Kinsler  
Matthew Thomas Kopec  
Jamie Ann Kuethen  
*** McKenna Christine Linnen  
* Dominic Marcus Longo  
** Joseph Francis Alfred Longo III  
Andrew Frank Lopez  
* John Michael Lovio  
* Sydney Mcrae Marler  
** Madison Jeanne McCall  
** Allison Marie McCardle  
* Victoria Lane McDonald  
Jaylin Marie McManus  
* Andrew Kent Michaud  
Cameron Leah Michelson  
** Samantha Ashley Mitchell  
** Madison Fischer Murphy  
** Nicholas Anthony Muto  
Justin Andrew Newman  
** Evan Tyler Olsen  
** Laura Katherine Pierce  
Andrea Rae Queen  
Charles Stephenson Rach  
Samuel Connor Rea  
** Logan Dean Rockey  
** Rozlind Louise Russell  
Brittany Taylor Russo  
James Parker Seago  
Riley John Shaw

---

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors  ♂ Honors Foundations Scholar  ♦ Honors EXCEL Scholar  ● Honors Laureate
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Sejjid Xhan Shehu
** Hunter James Shockey
Quintin Andrew Shurow
** Mitchell Thomas Sinicropi
Sean Richard Snider
* Alexis Marie Tan
Michael Joseph Torkos
** Kayla Rose Torres
Michael Thomas Vasilakos
Michelle Caitlyn Waldron
Maxwell Thomas Walney
Robert C. Watterson Jr.
** Madylin Ellen Weeks
* Jackson Lloyd Wenig
Thomas Victor Westbrook
* Amelia Maryele White
Brandon White
** Amanda Womack
*** Ian Patrick Young

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration (continued)

*** Vijay Bharti

** Magna Cum Laude
** Gesture

** Summa Cum Laude

** Honor Foundations Scholar

** Honors Laureate
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Dear Reed College of Media Class of 2021,

Congratulations! You have reached one of life’s major milestones.

As you embark on your next journey, be patient, stay positive and take comfort in knowing your College of Media experience has honed your professionalism, curiosity, determination, creativity, work ethic and skill. Remember that the media industry is diverse and ever-changing, and our work is more important than ever, as we help people make sense of the world, discern fact from fiction, build community and make informed decisions. Work hard and find joy, purpose and motivation in your profession, knowing there will be opportunities for you to use your education and skills in new ways over the years.

You will undoubtedly face obstacles and make mistakes along the way, but don’t let that stop you from remaining curious and brave. Exercise your Mountaineer resiliency, and continue to demonstrate that media professionals are trustworthy, fair and ethical. Rely on your professional knowledge and experience and listen to your heart.

I trust your time with us at West Virginia University has been one of self-discovery and growth, where you’ve learned what motivates and inspires you and where you have both excelled and struggled. I hope that the friendships and connections you’ve made at WVU go on to inspire you long after graduation, and I hope you’ll stay in touch.

Class of 2021, we will miss you! Remember you will always have a second home “among the hills” at the Reed College of Media and a Mountaineer family who wishes you all the best.

Let’s go!

Sincerely,

Diana Martinelli
Dean
Master of Science

DATA MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
Allison Marie Cather
James Dietrich Goodwin Jr.
Elizabeth Kathryn Urtso

INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
Bethany Renee Ackerman
Micah Caroline Beachy
Jacob Robert Comer
Ruth Ann Deely
Renaya Jone Demarest
Terra Jae’ Fawley
Erin Renay Fields
Jamie Katherine Green
Margaret Hart
Alice L. Janecek
Ellen Marie Matis
Mackenzie Elizabeth Enich Mckinney
Marriah Menchaca
Christopher Thomas Morlock
Olivia Alice Poole
Bella Portaro-Kueber
Staci J. Pritt
Alex Rogers
Aaron Everett Rose
Megan Burkhammer Sprouse
Kristen Elaine Uppercue
Summer Rain Ursomarso
Joseph Reno Varela
Elizabeth Ann Wheeless
Trystan Michele Williams
Benjamin Holt Wilson
Lora Cathryn Yount

JOURNALISM
Kaiyah Rajan Belle Clarke
Emily Grace Martin
Lily Mae McKnight
Sarah Rachelle Peteracki
Kaylie Michelle Silveira

Bachelor of Arts

INTERACTIVE DESIGN FOR MEDIA
Shae Elaine McClain

MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Tanya Ajalli
William Bradley Combs
Brian Christopher Foley
Luis Alan Gardella
Clairemarie Gemmill
Hayley Nicole Jackson
Maya Kelsey Griffie Klein
Joseph Keith Lint Jr.
Ryan Agnew Schmitt
Taylor Scites
Tara Jean Scott
Rachael Elizabeth Stevick
Tori Sullivan

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science

ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

*** Stephanie Ann Alvaro
Jonathan David Barratt
Hannah Belt
** Jacqueline F. Bonar
Rebecca Darlene Boyd
Jaxon Lee Brooks
Hannah Nicole Carrasco
*** Judith Grace D'Amato
Margaret Mary Ehland
Kaitlin Alexandra Esposito
Samantha Autumn Hepler
Marra Celine Hoag
*** Abigail Marcine Holm
Justine Noelle Hughes
SeVohn Alexis Bree Hunter
*** Sheyanne Faith Johnson
Priscilla Roselle Kerdock
Alexa Elizabeth Marks
D*** Lily Mae McKnight
Brenna Colleen Merrigan
*** Olivia Joann Mogan
Valentina Anne Musto
Chloe Leeann Nelson
Tyler Scott Nelson
Payton Maguire Otterman
Tomi Lynn Pavan
Kaylyn Marie Petrone
Ryan Anthony Putz
Morgan LeeAnn Reveal
* Emily Noel Rine
Daylin Rashan Strange
*** Cassandra Elise Whisenant

SPORTS AND ADVENTURE MEDIA

William Glenn Aldrich
Taylor Marie Bresnick
** Cole David Pancake
*** Mark Schoenster
Chandler Malone Stumler
Jack Mitchel Tolman
Ryon Cooper Zent

JOURNALISM

Katherine Hnora Baile
Natalie Mae Bowman
*** Gabriella Brown
Joseph David Centers
Maddox Ruth Cherry
Kyle Christian Coughlin Jr.
Quinn Broderick Cuskey
Jade Kionna Dawkins
** Alayna Brooke Degenhardt
Lois Eden Douglas
Wren Gabrielle Downs
*** Kayla Elizabeth Gagnon
*** Victoria Gennuso
Michael John Gresko
Catherine Ann Harrington
** Hannah Blythe Hebel
Brianna De'Shae Herscher

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS

Peyton Elizabeth Azar
* Lindsey Grace Beane
Isabella Rae Bevilacqua
* Michael Calabro
Caroline Locke Cassedy
Courtney Lynn Champion
** Sophia Wieloh Darmelio
** Timothy Ryan Eads
** Skyler Jayne Elizabeth Fleisher
** Megan Lee Hardy
* Nicole Elizabeth Hicks
Jacqueline Nicole Kauz
David Louis Keator
Kelsie Rose Lane
Alexander William Marella
*** Taylor Brook Mae Miller

Mackenzie Julia Norton
*** Devyn Alexis Osborne
Sarah Elizabeth Wilson Plotts
*** Alejandra Roman
Gabriella Saggese
Riley Elizabeth Sawicki
Kathryn GraceScarbro
** Mitchell Thomas Sinicropi
*** Taylor Ellen Steele
Kevin Justin Teagle
Olivia Margaret Vigna
Bryan Noel Villegas
** Cole Alan Waldon
*** Alexan Gianna Watt
Miranda Meteal Wolfe

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
◆ Honors Foundations Scholar
◆◆ Honors Laureate

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Certificate

DIGITAL AND SOCIAL MEDIA
Antigone Archer

PUBLIC RELATIONS LEADERSHIP
Aryaunna Deneasha Mosley
Congratulations to the West Virginia University School of Dentistry Dental Hygiene, DDS and Post Graduate Classes of 2021!

We are so proud of your accomplishments and perseverance in achieving your goals during one of the most disordered times in our nation's history. You remained focused on your challenging educational program despite months of COVID-19 pandemic, social, and political turbulence. We have collectively navigated the often-uncharted waters since March of 2020; I, as well as the faculty and staff, are tremendously proud to see everyone complete their respective programs and graduate today. Your commitment and patience as we resolved many unforeseen issues during your final months of academic and clinical work were exemplary. Uncertainties were many - resuming clinical operations, lock-downs impacting our patients, and reverting to virtual teaching methods, yet you met each challenge brilliantly, making you ready for anything as you embark on the next stage of your careers.

We want to recognize and thank you for your resiliency, professionalism, adaptability, and, most of all, trust. These and other traits you displayed allowed the school to implement and deliver the educational program necessary to deem you competent, enabling you to transition to the next chapter of your professional careers confidently. You and your families have so much to be proud of as you celebrate graduation. You have worked hard for many years, and I hope you use your vast array of experiences to make a valued, lasting impact on our profession.

We hope that you will look back fondly on your time here and stay in touch. We genuinely want to know how you are doing, help cheer you on, and support you in your professional journey.

The Greeks have a tradition when a person achieves something of note – they shout “AXIOS,” which means “he/she is worthy” of the achievement. I want to thank your class for being my first graduates as the interim dean of our school; you made my job so much easier. To you all, on behalf of the entire SOD community, we proclaim “AXIOS”!

Be well, be safe, take care of each other, and Let’s Go!

Fotinos S. Panagakos
Interim Dean
Doctor of Dental Surgery

Zana Al-Saloum
Hussain Ali Ali
Nicholas Brian Balash
Brett Mitchell Barnette
Robert James Cicchino
Sarah Renea Civitillo
Nicholas Gene Dahlheim
Matthew Allen Dolan
Brooke Ashley Dolin
Carlie Morgan Enns
Parvati Lakshmi Gopalan
Joshua Robert Groves
Bailey Marie Hollihan
Lawson Skipper Hoover
James Michael Hughes
Abdulrahman Kaou

Hebah Kassar
Skylar Brooke Kipps
Christina Marie Klug
Benjamin Edward Lamb
Joshua David Lokant
Brian Gregory Lusk
Racil Mando
Tala Mando
Nadia Mardmomen
Maya Sara Mathai
Bryan Edward Meadows
Braden Conrad Montgomery
Misbah Muzaffer
Brett Lee Nanners
Alex Richard Pancake
Seth Camden Prince

Dennis Zelman Rabinovich
Timothy Robert Ray
Adam Joseph Rudmann
Nemish Hemant Shah
Gabrielle Alexa Skaggis
Michelle Anne Snodgress
Jason John Snyder
Marcus John Sonoga
Payton Mackenzie Southall
Shayla Dawn Stear
Elizabeth Carlyle Strickler
David Andrew Thieroff
Joshua Garrett Thorne
Michael Joseph Tupta
Layne Morgan Veneri
Mark Allen Yohe Jr.

Master of Science

ORTHODONTICS
Stephanie Becker
Minh Phi Nguyen
Dustin Osborne

PROSTHODONTICS
Caitlin Libby
Vivia Victor Sequeira

Bachelor of Science

DENTAL HYGIENE
Hashim Yahya Abualrahi
Samantha James Alioto
*** Ruth Addison Beck
Haley Lee Cramer
Kelsey Nicole Cummings
Claire Frank
Alexis Brooke Gaydos

Amber Nicole Hott
*** Caitlin Ashley Hull
* Merranda Dawn Lackey
Kelley Jo Long
** Harley Nicole Maynard
*** Nina Mitzelfelt
* Anna Nicole Moser

* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude ☢ Honors Foundations Scholar

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Today is a day of transition.

The ending of your School of Medicine journey and the beginning of a new adventure in the workforce, graduate school, or residency and beyond. This is true of every chapter of your life. All endings only open the door to new beginnings.

This moment of celebration is the culmination of years of hard work. It’s a time to celebrate, but to also reflect on the lessons learned in this very unusual year.

As healers and problem solvers, we know the answer to a problem is rarely cut and dry. More often than not, we start by eliminating possibilities and adjusting our analysis and hypothesis to approach the answer.

The search for the answer is the true process of medicine.

It’s the lessons you’ve learned in the classroom, techniques you’ve applied in the clinic, and relationships you’ve developed with your community. It’s knowing you are more powerful working together than problem-solving alone.

It may not seem it right now, but we can feel the groundswell of change and a new energy that many on earth are contributing to. George Bernard Shaw wrote, “You see things; and you say “Why?” But I dream things that never were; and I say “Why not?”

Why not indeed.

Through this series of changes, there are new openings to commit ourselves to collaboration and community. To wholeness and unity. To meaningful change. We are phase shifting from a world of fear and scarcity to one of love and abundance. I believe crisis breeds compassion.

I trust in the training our graduates have received to become not only healthcare providers, but “whole” care providers.

I trust you and your understanding of safety and wellness. But, more over I trust you’ve learned valuable life lessons that will serve you well not only in times of great uncertainty and change, but in the moments when you have time to be and to breathe.

This day of commencement, this day of celebration is such a moment. Be. Breathe. Celebrate.

And don’t be afraid to be the shining light to help others. Change the world, especially for those that you love.

Shine bright and remember, we are your home.

Clay Marsh, M.D.
Vice President and Executive Dean for Health Sciences
Doctor of Medicine

- Jessica Rae Allen
- Kaila Roessing Anderson
- Karim Badawi
- Kathryn Anne Baker
- Alexander Owen Battin
- Gabrielle Rose Beem
- Kara Ann Bird
- Diane Bronkowski
- Morgan Bush
- Richard Wayne Cadenas
- Daniel Geoffrey Calick
- Seth Capehart
- Carson Leigh Catasus
- John Zachary Cavendish
- John Joseph Cherneskie Jr.
- Behroz Khushrav Chhor
- Cassandra Lea Clayborne
- Justin Taylor Conte
- Kadi Lee Cooley
- Brooke Elizabeth Cottrill
- Yadel Couse
- John William Crecelius
- Taylor Brooke Cunningham
- Ahmad Dahman
- Yash Alkesh Desai
- Kareem Diab
- Sydney Elaine Downey
- Matthew Spencer Epperly
- Emily Paige Ernest
- Christopher Mark Feghali
- Christopher Samuel Ferari
- Timothy Michael Ferreebe
- Michael Lewis Gerbo
- Veda Ghodasara
- Brandon Gregory Glover
- Jennifer Ann Gold
- Tyler Groves
- Sneha Rani Gupta
- Tyler Preston Ray Harper
- Erica Jean Haught
- Melissa Alejandra Hernandez
- Denisse D. Arteaga Icaza
- Kara Elizabeth Jones
- Shane West Kaski
- Aaron Morgan Kessler
- Farha Kauser Khan
- Matthew Youngjune Koh
- Jennifer Rose Kordell
- Anusha Kothapalli
- William Kuenstner
- Justin Blake Lee
- Noelle Kathleen Lemons
- Eric Matthew Libell
- Sarah Alexis Little
- Jacob Angelo Mascaro
- Douglas Joseph Maslowski
- Alexandra Sarah Mason
- Kristen Marie Mastrantonio
- Ian Wilmor McArdie
- Ryan Alexander Mezan
- Elizabeth Minniear
- Emily Anne Minor
- Joshua Jay Moore
- Trevor Charles Morris
- Cody Lendon Mullens
- Krysta Orminski
- Ami Kaushik Patel
- Dhruti Patel
- Ashley Dawn Perdue
- Reena Razdan
- Bayan Wathiq Razzaq
- Rodrigo Reyna
- Kassandra Riggs
- Paula Maria Rincon
- Abraham Rodriguez
- Kristina Marie Ruiz
- Laila Sakkal
- Sam Z. Salmassi
- Yasamin Samadi
- Megan Kiley Sandberg
- Amy Michelle Schattel
- Ashley Rose Scholl
- Ashlee Nichole Seldomridge
- Douglas Andrew Sgroi
- Jasmine Shah
- Shelby Shahjmon
- Aishwarya Shailesh Shimpi
- Christopher Shane Shreve
- Landon Simpson
- Sean Benjamin Snyder
- Shruthi Sreekumar
- Margaret Rae Starcher
- Sarah Sparks Stroinski
- Makenzy Sufficool
- Alec John Sunyecz
- Jasmin Tharakan
- Laurel Scout Thomas
- Caleb Edward Thrash
- Fredrick Denton Timbrook
- Kolbi Laurin Tonkovich
- Joshua Israel Tost
- Jane Ann Tuttle
- Adam Marcus Uraco
- Alexandra Lauren Van Horn
- Evan Vance
- Amber Vozar
- Logan Lauderdale Wallace
- Ching Xie
- Michael Bowen Yan
- Natasha Humayun Yousaf

Doctor of Philosophy

CANCER CELL BIOLOGY
- Kristina Marinak Whately

CELLULAR AND INTEGRATIVE PHYSIOLOGY
- Shane West Kaski
- Emily Anne Minor

CLINICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE
- Eiman Aboaziza
- Osama Mokhtar Mokhtar Elzamzamy
- Ryan M. Fiano

IMMUNOLOGY AND MICROBIAL PATHOGENESIS
- Catherine Bell Blackwood

NEUROSCIENCE
- John Zachary Cavendish
- Deidre Elyse O’Dell
- Ariel Brae Thomas

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
### Doctor of Physical Therapy

- Isabella Milan Anile
- Joseph Francis Aquilato
- Benjamin Travis Ball
- Decker Keith Bendtson
- Lauren Kelley Cline
- Aesha Breyanne Cogar
- Nathan Francis Coyle
- Danielle Marie Del Rio
- Christopher Dale Durso
- Alex Ryan Ernst
- Ian Andrew Hayhurst
- Daniel Patrick Hepner
- Ian Hunter Honaker
- Lejla Isak
- Christina Nicole Jacko
- Jacob Joseph Key
- Gabrielle Rosslin Lemley
- William Thomas Lucas
- Anna Catherine McIntyre
- Rachael Lee Mears
- Caroline Eddy Moore
- Sowjanya Sravani Mukkamala
- Anthony Lee Perry
- Jason Michael Phillips
- Robyn Anne Pollard
- Luke Michael Rodriguez
- John Gage Ryder
- Aaron Crain Saunders
- Andrew Phillip Schuetz
- Dylan H. Stansberry
- Lindsey Shae Wagener
- Cassie Lynn Weaver
- Brianna Nicole Welker
- Sarah Ruth Williams
- Marissa Chase Workman
- Delaney Eireen Zeller

### Master of Occupational Therapy

- Alexis Suzanne Bailey
- Cameron George Barchiesi
- Billie Jean Bell
- Kendall Nicole Byrge
- Shelby Nicole Carte
- Gabriele Leigh Crawford
- Taylor Marie Deuley
- Evalyn Nicole Estep
- Elizabeth Ann Fisher
- Marissa Paige Fleming
- Jordan Gage Goodwin
- Brianna Hope Gray
- Abigail Rebecca Haddix
- Christy Marie Hamilton
- Leigh Anne Hornor
- Ashley Elizabeth Hough
- Jenna Fitzgerald Jacobs
- Tristan James Knapp
- Juliette Renee Mack
- Kristen Patricia Matheny
- Alexa Mohr
- Kirstyn Lillian Murphy
- Lexi Palmer
- Brooke Mackenzie Perry
- Ashlyn Renae Richardson
- Luke Kristopher Rinehart
- Cheyenne Rose Russell
- Heather Renee Scott
- Tyler Matthew Smith
- Carrie Ann Smith-Bell
- Abigail Dawn Snitz
- Hilari Elizabeth Sprouse
- Haley Ashton Stewart
- David Kyle Stickel
- Emily Marie Waldman
- Olivia Lauren Ward
- Isabella Noelle Zornes

### Master of Science

#### Biomedical Sciences
- Nafisa Tasneem Nusha

#### Clinical and Translational Science
- Omar Felipe Duenas Garcia
- Naomi Henna Fei
- Krystal Ann Hughes
- Muhammad Ziaulislam Khan
- Justin Michael Williams

#### Exercise Physiology
- Tyler Wayne Coblentz
- Victoria Marie Corsi
- Samantha DeMartino
- Marlena Yasmine Dib
- Kendalyn Faith McDaniel
- Cameron Craig Mitchell
- Chaz Rodeheaver
- Griffin Rilley Snyder
- Miranda Renae Thompson

#### Health Sciences
- Christopher David Berman
- Kristen Danielle Brown
- Charles Byrum Jr.
- Keleigh Shaye Cochran
- Sydney Dennison
- Nour Fouad
- Melissa Anne Hauck
- Victoria Lynn Knotts
- Benjamin Zachary Mendelson
- Keshawn M. Merritt-Pannell
- Ryan Michael Shaner

*Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.*
Bachelor of Arts

HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND HEALTH

* Sharon Brooke Blackstone
*** Bailey Jo Calandros
* Madison Mackenzie Campbell
*** Rachel Taylor Carrico
*** Carly Joan Chulock
** Lauren Hope Clarkson
** Darian Hope Darway
** Regan Drinko
*** Allison Brooke Ellis
*** Bailey Suzanne Estep
* Olivia Belle Glazier
*** Natalie Jane Henwood
** Alexa Lynn Hickman
** Catherine Teruko Ishimasa
*** Mikayla Elizabeth Lansberry
** McKenzie Ann Larsen
** Corrin Taylor Lewis
*** Emily Ann McCarthy
*** Ally Marie McMullen
** Lauryn Marie Moon
*** Kylee Jo Morgan
*** Carrie Lynn Morris
** Hanna O’Savage
* Olivia Lauren Palotay
* Bethany Christine Phillips

Bachelor of Science

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

*** Taylor Wynn Abraham
*** Amelia Michele Adams
** Lydia Michelle Adrian
* William Charles Akers
*** Rachael Lynn Alderman
*** Cole Douglas Amos
Logan Marie Andrews
Ava Sue Asbury
Cameron James Athey
Jessica Lauren Esther Baxter
Amanda Lynn Beers

* Drake Michael Bolle
*** John Matthew Brosky
*** Dustin Christopher Brown
* Justine Leigh Brown
Mallory Reed Brown
Trista Nikkole Bunner

* Samantha Rose Cain
*** Ashley Morgan Casto
* Victoria Cole
Tylor James Cook
*** Luke Randolph Cox
*** Marissa Rae Coyle
*** Sydney Cunningham
* Kyleigh Ann Dawson
Zachary Jon DePinto

** Lindsay DiDiO
Maria Rose DiGiacomo
Rebecca Donna Dillman
*** Meagan Emily Doherty
*** Erin Elizabeth Duffus
Kayla Michelle Eckels
*** Reina Kawakami Edwards
Ronald James Everhart
* Luke James Fahey
Andrew Thomas Flick
*** Joshua Patrick Folwell
Courtney Grace Freeman
Elizabeth Lee Gillette

*** Kacie Renee Griffin
Elisabet Arny Gudjonsdottir
Ciara Brooke Hampton
*** Haley Brooke Hartman
** Abigail Mallory Hartsock
*** Nathan Scott Harvey
Noah Jordan Hoskinson

* Adrienne Hughes
Dawson Hummel
*Nazene Rose Marie Hunter
* Aubrey Renee Hurlburt
Jenna Marie Izydore
* Albert John
Abigail Whitney Johnson
Adam Richard Johnson

** Padrraig Donovan-Seamus Kirkwood
Kyle Kulinski
Meghan Jayne Lavery
Mikaela McFadden Lenhart
* Usman Mahmoud

Stephen Domingo Martin
Caroline Grace Massie

*** Patrick Michael McClain II
Jack Lee McGrew
*Cameryn Elise Mikesh
Christian Miller
* Haley Marie Mills

*** Sarah Catherine Momen
Alexander Mong
Peyton Scott Moore
Joseph Morano

** Sean Patrick Mullican
*** Sydney Alexis Nassabeh

Madeline Danielle Pora
** Avery Bella Santella
* Madison Lee Satterfield
*** Megan Rae Satterfield
*** Meagan Michelle Seaton
* Alexis Jayne Sharp
*** Caitlin Mei Shields
** Raeshan Samantha Simmons
*** McKenna Ashlynn Smith
*** Shelby Rose Smith
** Kaitlyn Taylor Surasky
*** Katherine Lynn Szymanski
*** Gabriella Maria Velegol
*** Kortney Nicole Welch

Sarah Johnise Osborn
*** Megan Elizabeth Pecor
* Morgan Brooke Pendleton
Kiersten Alexa Poland

*** Peyton Anthony Powroznik
*** Evan Ryan Printy
** Dylan Christian Purcell
*** Kaitlyn Rayne Rexroad
*** Margaret Anne Rice
Devan Neil Ricottilli

** Bridget Delia Riley
* Jamieson Aleksander Romage
Rebecca Emily Romano
* James Edward Ross
*** Morgan Bailey Rush
Ian Schafsnitz
** Calli Shaver
* Kristen Julianna Spearen
Erica Haley Stewart

* Sabrina Marie Stough
** Bailey Renee Topping
Maria Ivy Twigg

** Nicholas Emmanuel Valachovic
Ashley Nicole Vinson
* Olivia Grace Voltaggio

*** Cody David Ware
Sabrina Ashley Weikol
Nicholas James Wenz
Jordan Douglas Wheatley

*** Christina Lane White
Thaddeus James White II

*** Anna Lynn Willford
** Lukas Allen Williams
Ciera Nichelle Wine
Callie Wisnewski
** Jason Tyler Wright

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  ⚭ Honors Foundations Scholar  ⚭ Honors Laureate

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science (continued)

HEALTH INFORMATICS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Carolyn Mclean Brass
Kaitlyn Marie Conti
* Alexandra Kay Delozier
* Kelly Nicole Dougherty
Jean Carlos Gonzalez-Liz
Megan Holley
Juliane Taylor Mandel
Madison Marie Marchetti
* Natalie Rae Mcateer
* Emily McJunkin
Kathleen McLean
Christopher Michael Miller
* Chloe Nicole Myers
** Erica Paige Nichols
Sydnee N. Roberts
Kellie Marie Schroeder
Cassandra Michele Stout
* Brooke Elizabeth Taylor
Cheyenne Nicole Thompson
Jelena Aleksandra Veskov
* Mary Anne Walter
Erin Wamsley
Olivia Weisbeker
Sheridan Alexandra White
* Caitlyn Michele Wimer

IMMUNOLOGY AND MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY
Morgan Marie Edwards
*** Anna Grace Gunter
** Quinn Evangelique Hopen
*** Wendy Sue Jent
*** Claire Olivia Kelly
** Lindsay Nicole Knight
Katherine Suzanne Lee
Maryann Nadia Low
*** Maria Eileen Mace
*** Aaron Christopher Malkowski
* Rachael Marie McClure
† Caitlin Estell Mickles
*** Nicholas Wyatt Miller
* Sarah Jo Miller
** Gwendolyn Paige Nurkiewicz
** Jonathan Eric Petty
*** Jennifer Catherine Schmidt
** Tylar Paige Seckman
** Mikayla Marie Shute
* Seth Levi Smith
** Mackenzie Nicole Walker
Andrew Evan Wilson

MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE
Zainab Al Ahmad
*** Mikala Armstead
*** Sarah Rachel Baylor
Audrey Lyn Blake
*** David Roberto Carvajal
* Allison Jane Cox
** Katie Mae Cox
** Ryan James Ferrell
* Sydney Rose Hall
*** Cynthia Kornhauser
Christopher David Lants
* Alyssa Dawn Lively
* Morgan Renee Miller
* Rachel Hannah Miller
Amanda Rose Natale
** Caitlin Michelle Roberts
** Brooklyn Paige Stewart
*** Robert Benjamin Talbott
** Nicholas Blake Vaughan
* Catherine Elizabeth Whorton

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors
Honors Foundations Scholar
Honors EXCEL Scholar
Honors Laureate

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
“Let us never consider ourselves finished nurses … we must be learning all of our lives.” — Florence Nightingale

Dear School of Nursing graduates,

This is an extraordinary time for nursing. The need for experienced, skilled and talented nurses, at all levels, has never been greater. This year, we have seen our colleagues on the front lines of an unprecedented pandemic. They are rising to the challenge because, simply put, that is what nurses do.

Our faculty and students provided thousands upon thousands of COVID-19 vaccinations throughout the state. They also provided welcome conversation to those who may have been alone in their homes for quite some time, gave a gentle elbow tap to their colleagues who had worked or volunteered countless hours or simply provided an ear to listen to someone who needed support: nursing is more than just the clinical application, it is being there, in many ways, when our communities need us the most.

For our new graduates, I am sure you are anxious as to what the future holds. I am more than confident you are ready for anything that comes your way. You have had some of the best nurses in the country as your instructors and the long days and nights, the clinical shifts in person and online have prepared you well.

Congratulations on your graduation and this outstanding achievement! On behalf of the entire School of Nursing, I wish you continued success in your nursing careers. We look forward to celebrating with you your future nursing accomplishments and will continue to be proud of you as a WVU School of Nursing alumnus.

Sincerely,

Tara Hulsey, PhD, RN, CNE, FAAN
Dean

Vice President of Health Promotion and Wellness, Dean and E. Jane Martin Endowed Professor
Doctor of Philosophy

NURSING
Ashley Dawn Barber

Master of Science in Nursing

Alexis Alastanos
Alexis Marie Albright
Casey Marie Batt
Courtney Elizabeth Bloss
Jacquelynn L. Browning
Tiffany Michelle Butler
Kristen Lynn Campbell
Katlin Rebecca DiCola
Morgan Drake
Kaitlin Nicole Earle
Sydney Marie Fisher
Brooke Briana Frost
Sandy Gray
Stephanie Leigh Halpern
Maria Savannah Irvin
Sarah Marie Kennedy

Jacquelyn Marie Kessel
Benjamin Klos
Olivia Allison Legg
Lauren McKenzie Linton
Devin Joseph Longo
Melissa Lopez
Rebekah Rae Martin
Danyashae Martinez
Andriana Elizabeth Mayle
Nicole Denae McClure
Elizabeth Ann Morrissey
Claire Joelle Nichols
Michaela Kathryn O’Brien Norman
Julia Taylor Palmer
Andrea Rae Pritchard
Micah Pritt

Jessica Marie Riggleman
Kenneth Robinson Jr.
Joanne Rose
Anna Jane Shashura
Lily Eliza Smith
Justin Ryan Smolder
Jacquelyn Heather Raupach Spencer
Rachel Alaina-Ann Stouffer
Katrina Marie Tarquinio
Kristen LeeAnn Thompson
Emily Beth Toler
Melanie Dawn Vogt-McClay
Travis Lee Wamsley
Rebekah Lynn Wiley
Kristen Nicole Withers

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

*** Taylor Marie Adams
Kaylee Rena Argabright

** Heather Marie Attanasio
* Ian Dominik Avis
* Jordan Nicole Ballance
* Rachel Beck
*** Emily Dawn Bernardini
*** Mikayla Beth Bolyard
* Abby Nicole Brabbin
Crystal Lynn Brogan

** Makaila Jo Brown
* Emiley Morgan Bruner
*** Sarah Grace Cain
*** Jennifer Ann Chmiel
Alexa Danielle Coggins
Kaitlyn Faith Coleman
*** Jordan Ray Cox
*** Kayla Jo Cramer

** Amanda Leigh Crawford
* William Paul Crumm
*** Meghan Leigh Dailey
* Morgan Mackenzie Darling
* Hattie McLane Davis
Dominica Derrico
Rhiannon Ditmar
Brianna Nichole Dunn
*** Danielle Nicole Emerick
*** Marina Nicole Estep
* Nathaniel Lee Evans
** Lauren Ashley Kay Fleming
** Megan Frances Gingery
*** Harold Patrick Go
Jordan Rebecca Gray
Bradley Eric Green
Caroline Sobon Haggerty
* Bryce Montgomery Hanlin

Halee Hunter Harrah
* Brooke Ashley Hawk
Cassidy Marie Hedrick
Gabrielle Alexis Hill
* Martin Colby Holdren
* Michelle Jacqueline Horn
Danny Leon Howell II
*** Brittney Ann Hezdic
** Madison Paige Hudson
* Caroline Brooke Humphrey
** Miah Rose Hunt
*** Jacie Mischelle Imperio
Shelby Lynn Jarrell
Kendra Mae Johnson
* Austin Thomas Joseph
Elizabeth Ann Kesner
Emily Morgan Kidd
*** Rachel Ellen Knight

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
& Honors Foundations Scholar
& Honors Laureate

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science in Nursing (continued)

*** Elizabeth Lee Kocsis
*** Sophia Gabrielle Kolar
* Matthew Taylor Komorowski
Josie LaManna
Makaya Renee Lanham
** Allison Larochelle
Hanna Reese Leedom
* Sarah Helen Lemon
*** Laura Evelyn Long
Alexis Nicole Lopez
*** Lauren Elizabeth Louk
Brooke Nicole Miller
*** Logan Eric Miller
Shannon Danielle Miller
* Adrianna Jade Mitchem
** Lize Mari Morris
* Madeline Grace Munn
Brianna Paige Murdock
Timothy Shane Myers
* Soraya Emily Nikzad
* Emily Loraine Owens
* Emma Kristina Peron
Hannah Morgan Pioch
Cheyenne Nicole Pitzenbarger
** Emily Faith Powers
Rylie Shaye Purtiman
Kyle Rasmussen
** Julia F. Reynolds
* Lisa Richard
* Shelby Leigh Rockenstein
*** Alexis Noelle Rosiello
Madison Brooke Rotruck
Amanda Nicole Sessa
Rowan Charlotte Sessa
Abigail Lee Sevy
*** Kaitlyn Nicole Simoskevitz
Caitlin Rose Sims
Bethany Ann Smith
†* Andrew Kenneth Snyder
*** Rylee Dare Stauffer
* Taylor Rose Stoner
Kendalyn Alyce Stutler
Ashlee Carol Swiger
Ashley Renee Thompson
*** Madison Nicole Thompson
*** Alessia Carmela Tori
* Malory Nicole Van Scyoc
Alexis Marie Vance
*** Tressa Katherine Varner
** Lauren Ann Vogel
* Lydia Li Wagner
* Caitlin Marie Weckerly
* Matilda Weeks
Deanna Nicole Weimer
*** Autumn Renee White
Katie Elizabeth Williams
** Haley RueAnn Wolfe
Timothy Jarrod Woodyard
*** Olivia Yates
Marisa Elena Young

Bachelor of Science in Nursing - RN

* Tina Marie Crum
Ashley Meredith Cunningham
** Carrie Alicia Ellis
*** Corey Peyton France
Alexis Diane Gaughan
*** Benjamin James Shertzer
*** Sarah Hope Stacy

Certificate

ADULT-GERONTOLOGY ACUTE CARE
NURSE PRACTITIONER
Andrew Novak

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors
Honors Foundations Scholar
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Dear New Doctors of Pharmacy and Doctors of Philosophy,

On behalf of the School of Pharmacy faculty and staff, we are incredibly proud of your accomplishments and excited for you to begin your professional careers. We are also indebted to your loved ones for helping you through this journey.

Commencement marks the culmination of your journey at the School, but it also signifies a time to look forward to the opportunities ahead. You are now joining a group of medical professionals referred to as the most widely accessible. The public and the health care system need your innovation, leadership and collaborative skills.

Your greatest test going forward will be to find the area of practice that is most rewarding for you and beneficial to society - consistent with the roots of your degree from a land-grant institution and similar to your incredible work providing COVID-19 vaccinations. The best jobs may not be widely advertised, but created because someone believes in you or you in yourself.

Many of the traits we look for during interviews of potential students fall in line with the words found in the Boy Scout Law. I would like you to contemplate how you are: trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, courteous, kind, obedient, cheerful, thrifty, brave, clean and reverent.

One trait that is missing from those is persistence. You certainly needed that trait to earn your degree, particularly amid a pandemic! Do not be afraid of failure, for you cannot achieve improving your profession and yourself without it. You have learned many skills to facilitate future success, but your ability to best utilize them will require persistence.

A snapshot of the Class of 2021 shows you come from all regions of West Virginia, multiple other states or countries, as well as various ethnicities and backgrounds; however you all have been united by this University, this School, and now the profession of pharmacy.

Never forget your “home amongst the hills,” as we will always be here to encourage your professional growth, commiserate in not so good times, and celebrate your successes.

Sincerely,

William (Bill) Petros, PharmD, FCCP
Dean and Professor of Pharmaceutical Sciences
Doctor of Pharmacy

** Bryce William Adams
  Ahmed Al-Shami
*** Callan Frances Banks
  * Abigail Megan Barnett
*** Adison Eve Beal
  Kalie Marie Berry
*** Mackenna Lea Boone
  * Mary Jane Brahman
*** Matthew John Brooks
  Zachary Bryner
*** Ashton Victoria Camacho
** Miranda Morgan Cason
  Ryan Mark Cobb
  Travis William Cooper
  Mark Shawn Cordle II
  * Kayla Ann Crabtree
  ** Rachel Lynn Cruickshank
  * Allison Paige Dawley
  Zachary David Dean
** Megan Dawn Deavers
  * Laura Estelle DeCosta
  ** Maxwell Oliver DeNora
  * Mariah Colleen Dent
  Negheen Natasha Dorost
*** Charles Thomas Douglas
  * Krista Marie D’Ulisse
  Luke Michael Earls
  Jordan William Eckman
  ** Kara Jean Ehrenberger
  *** Emily Frances Elias
  *** Liberty Rashele Embacher
  Gage Freedom Fisher
  Riley Faye Fisher
  ** Kortney Brooke Frame
  ** Kristian Michael Fuchs
  Lauren Marie Gianni
  Devin Leland Gonchhoff
  * Madison Ruth Gongaware
  * Katelyn Olivia Green
  Zachary Elijah Hanuschock
  Megan Elizabeth Hardy
*** Emily Michelle Hathaway
  Madison Jade Haught
  Matthew Dwayne Hines
*** Kristine Lynn Hotlosz
  ** Krystal Ann Hughes
  *** Jordan Ray Jacobs
  *** Cecelia Baylee Jebbia
  Jacob Michael Jones
  Marley Jo Keister
  Megan MacKenzie Klingler
  Victoria Genevieve Kosinski
  Kayla Jean Ledsome
** Caitlyn Ashley Legg
  ** Daniel Lee Lewis
  * Stephen Brock Lomax
  * Karalee Dawn McPherson
  Hunter Christine Moreland
  Eric Nguyen
  Zachary Edwin Nibert
  Kevin Aaron Nicely
  * Kylin Hunter Park
  * Benjamin Richard Perry
  *** Emma Luann Platt
  Lucas Daniel Lee Prine
  * Jeremy Alan Pyles
  *** Asa James Ricketts
  Stephen Gregory Riffon
  ** Kayla Nichole Rose
  Dakota Shae Sisk
*** Autumn Nicole Smith
  Dianne Fongwe Techwei
  * Peyton Scott Teets
  ** Emily Paige Thacker
  *** Justin Robert Thomas
  Emily Ann Vince
  * Jessica Marie Wayne
  ** Corey A. Whetzel
  Jordan Nicole Whetzel
  Robert Cody Wilson
** Jian Adam Yang
  * Emile Usama Younes
  Jimmy Zhang

Doctor of Philosophy

HEALTH SERVICES AND OUTCOMES RESEARCH
  Chibuzo Obinna Iloabuchi

PHARMACEUTICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES
  Mariana Farcas
  Kelly Elizabeth Fraser
  Pushkar Atul Saralkar
  Emily Rebecca Sechrest

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude
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Dear Graduates,

Together, you’ve overcome an unprecedented wave of challenges, despite being apart for more than a year in many unexpected ways. I am both proud and amazed by what you have accomplished – not only over the course of the pandemic, but throughout your entire time at the School of Public Health. Your innovative relentlessness and steadfast commitment are defining marks of a Mountaineer that will serve you well in every aspect of your life, especially as a public health professional.

As you graduate, the entire world now understands the critical role of public health, as the pandemic has amplified one of its core fundamentals: good health is not simply a matter of choice or genetics. Rather, it is impacted by the conditions in which people live, work and play. You have committed to improving those conditions, and for that, I am grateful. You join your fellow WVU Public Health alumni in a profession that believes deeply that good health is not a privilege of the few, but is a basic human right for all people, regardless of their socioeconomic status, race, religion, gender identity, sexual orientation or country of origin.

Thank you for choosing West Virginia University as the place to shape, define and exemplify your purpose. And to our faculty and staff, the family members and friends of our graduates, and the many partners across our state and beyond: thank you for investing in our students through your guidance, mentorship and support. As author and inspirational speaker Simon Sinek asserts, “together, each of us can change our world for the better.” Our graduates are poised to change the world as a result of your willingness to support them along their journey.

Class of 2021, wherever your next step leads, continue following your dreams – never losing sight of the golden rule of life – and follow the path upstream to make your community, state and world a better place.

Congratulations and best wishes.

Jeffrey Coben, M.D.
Dean
Doctor of Philosophy

OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES
Kimeran Withrow Evans

SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Raihan Kabir Khan

Master of Public Health

BIOSTATISTICS
Christine Shannon Donahue
Bao-Vuong Nguyen
Molly Erin Penzenik
Yekai Wang

HEALTH POLICY
Erin Rose Bradley
Bernadine Kwan
Allison Morgan McCracken
Sarah Kathleen Sisson

SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Damaris A. Bell
Christine Marie Cole
Lakin Sierra Davis
Kassidy Flora Hays
Harry Russell III
Dana Marie Stebelski

EPIDEMIOLOGY
Brittany Lynn Miller
Madison Moody
Fauzi Abdurzag Najar
Farhaan Syed
Shabnam Tiwari

OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES
Bayan Alelaiwat

Master of Science

BIOSTATISTICS
Talia Ellice Alexander
Kerri Swails Freeland
Garret Maxwell Guthrie

Bachelor of Science

PUBLIC HEALTH
Jared Agurto
Hailie Shea Arnold
Sadi Layne Barr
* Glori Alexandra Dae Beverly
James Paul Bishop II
Kailie Marie Clark
Katerina Anne Cleaver
* Dakota Marie Coppola
Laura Frances Donegia
Blessing Ejiofor
Maddison Marie Hackney
Keeley Jocelyn Hall
Isabella Beatrice Harrison
Trey Matthew Harvey
* Alexis Page Holliday
Katherine Elizabeth Hotchkiss
** Jesse James Hubbard III
Princess Jyla Helena Jackson
* Madison Leigh Katz
** Jillian Marie Knodle
Rebekah Emilie Kroeze
Nicolette Paige Lubrano
Katherine Chae Lundy
Lilith Mary McGhee
Aubrey Elizabeth Montgomery
*** Mary Sophia Morgado
Chyanne Somerlee Morrison
** Jeevan Joel Murthy

* Grace Elizabeth Nowicki
* Lexus Pabst
** Alexis Ann Plumley
Justin Brandon Quiles
Varsha Rajkumar
Briana Marie Rodriguez
Dalton Smith
*** Kyli Lynn Smith
Adrian Synclair Thomas
* Isabella Elaine Tori
*** Visakha Gopi Turner
* Hope McKenzie Webb
** Samantha Wilson
** Colton Elias Alexander Young

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  • Honors Foundations Scholar
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West Virginia University Certificate

GLOBAL MOUNTAINEER
Martha Claire Ball
Maria Getto

UNIVERSITY TEACHING
Kaiyah Rajan Belle Clarke
Jessica Brielle Kawalek
Alberto Morán Vallejo
John Joshua Swiger
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Congratulations from the WVU Alumni Association

Congratulations, Graduates!

Your years of hard work and dedication have finally paid off. After many sleepless nights, stressful final exams, and your fair share of Zoom classes, you have earned your degree from West Virginia University. On behalf of the WVU Alumni Association, I applaud you for reaching this significant milestone.

You will soon learn that your West Virginia University experience does not end with graduation; a part of your alma mater will always be with you. When you see a flying WV on a car in the parking lot or when you pass someone wearing a WVU hat in the airport, you will feel an overwhelming sense of pride for being a part of something bigger. You are a Mountaineer for life.

As you embark on the next phase of your life during this time of trial and uncertainty, carry with you the lessons of the past few months. If the COVID-19 global pandemic has taught us anything, it is that we cannot take what we have for granted. We must appreciate our family, friends, and loved ones more than ever. We must be flexible in the face of adversity, and we must be caring for the sake of the vulnerable amongst us. There is strength in unity. You are now a part of a growing community of more than 200,000 Mountaineers across the globe, and I assure you that wherever country roads may lead you next, your alumni family will be there to tackle whatever challenge you face next. You will always have your Mountaineer family that has grown over the course of your time here, and you will always have the people at the Alumni Association to support you on the journey ahead.

To help you stay connected, we are providing you with a complimentary year of membership to the WVU Alumni Association as a graduation gift. I encourage you to join your local alumni chapter, engage with fellow Mountaineers on WVU Connect (wvuconnect.com), and take advantage of our valuable services and communications that will continue your connection with West Virginia University. You can learn more about your year of free membership to the WVU Alumni Association and how we serve you by visiting alumni.wvu.edu.

I am proud of you and your fellow graduates, and I am eager to help you remain connected with our alma mater.

Stay safe and stay in touch,

Sean Frisbee, ’89
President and CEO, WVU Alumni Association
Vice President of Alumni Relations, WVU
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